Faculty

Abagiu, Catalin Ion; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Abbott, Carmen Casanova; Prof, Clincl; School of Health Professions / Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Abbott, Jeanne Martha; Professor Associate Prof; Prof Practice; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Aberbach, Ian M; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Abrams, Douglas E; Professor Associate; Law; Juris Doctor; Columbia University

Adair, Zakiya Renicia; Prof, Ast; Women’s & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Adams, Guy B; Emeritus; Truman School of Pub Affairs Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; The George Washington University

Adams, Johanna R; Prof, Ast Extns; Social Sciences CD; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Adams, John E; Prof, Curator Teach; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Adelstein, Edward H; Professor Associate; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Adkins, Denice C; Professor Associate; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Agashe, Pushpa P; Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Agca, Yuksel; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University North Central

Aguilar, Francisco Xavier; Prof, Asoc; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

Akhdamullin, Iskander V; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; University of North Texas

Al-Saffar, Kifayah Abbood; Scholar, Visiting; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr

Alasfaireet, Patricia Elaine; Prof, Ast Teach; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Albright, David Luther; Prof, Ast; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Albright, Joyce Gay; Prof, Ast Teach; Management; Master of Business Administration; Saint Louis University

Albright, Shannon M; Instructor, Adjunct; Management

Alcazar-Estela, Asier; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Aldrich, Eric Michael; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Aldridge, Kristina J; Prof, Ast; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Alexander, Amanda Caroline; Instructor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Alexander, Anne Michele; Prof, Asoc Teach; Law

Alexander, Gregory Lynn; Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Alexander, Stephen; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Brandeis University

Allen, Carla Magghren; Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri

Allen, William D; Instructor, Adjunct; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Allen, William H; Prof, Ast Teach; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master’s; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Almasri, Mahmoud Faud; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Methodist University

Alves Queiroz De Souza, Luiza Maria; Instructor; Mathematics; Master’s; Purdue University

Amos Landgraf, James Michael; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Anderson, Alex I; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Anderson, Deborah Mae; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Anderson, Erin Abbott; Instructor, Adjunct; Accountancy

Anderson, Kerin Kay; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Anderson, Kim Marie; Prof, Asoc; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Anderson, Laura L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Nursing; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Anderson, Sharlette Dawn; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri

Anderson, Stephen H; Professor; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Anderson, Wayne Perry; Emeritus; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Andes, Thomas D; Instructor, Adjunct; School of Music; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Anthony, Douglas C; Prof, Adjunct; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Anzaldo, Demetrio; Prof, Asoc Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Appel, Heidi M; Resrch Scientist/Academic Sr; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Appleton, Kathy Jane; Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Appold, Martin Stephan; Prof, Asoc; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Arce, Moises; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico
Aregbe, Farouk Olufunmilayo; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Government; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of North Dakota

Ariew, Andre I; Prof, Asoc; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Armbrust, Catherine Paisley; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; University of Missouri

Arner, Jane M; Professor; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Armstrong, Elizabeth Gemma; Lecturer; International programs

Arndt, Jamie L; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Arnold, Noelle Witherspoon; Prof, Asoc; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Alabama

Arteaga-Cox, Irma Angela; Prof, Ast; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Arthur, Gerald Lee; Prof, Ast Resrch; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Chicago

Artioli, Jennifer L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Arunchalam, Vairam; Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Ashbaugh, Mark S; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Ashcraft, Nikki L; Prof, Ast Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Asmar, Nakhle; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Atasoy, Ulus; Prof, Asoc; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; University of Minnesota

Atwood, Jerry L; Prof, Curators; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Augeri, Matthew James; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Master of Arts; The University of Iowa

Aura, Saku Petteri; Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Austin, Elizabeth Ann; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Lesley College

Aviles Quinones, Alicia; Prof, Ast Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Tulane University

Backus, Bob C; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Bader, Valerie Gwen; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Washington

Badiane, Mamadou; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Bailey, Angela Michelle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Bailey, Robert Gary; Dean, Ast; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Bailey, Wayne C; Prof, Asoc; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Baines, Christopher Phillip; Prof, Ast; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Alabama

Baker, Elizabeth A; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

Baker, Erin Janene; Instructor; Child Development Lab; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Baker, Gary Allen; Prof, Ast; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Baker, Sheila N; Prof, Ast; Chemical Engineering

Balakrishnan, Bimal; Prof, Ast; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Baldwin, Michael Robert; Prof, Ast; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; King’s College London

Ball, Angela Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; WCH CH Services; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Ball, Anna Leigh; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ball, Elizabeth Quarles; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Ballou, Matthew Glenn; Prof, Ast Teach; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Indiana University Bloomington

Balsing, Christina J; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Balthazor, Troy Phillip; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/ADA IT; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Banaszynski, Jacqueline M; Professor; Journalism; Bachelor’s; Marquette University

Banda, Kevin K; Prof, Ast Visiting; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina

Bangs, John Kendrick; Instructor, Adjunct; Finance; Master’s; The University of Georgia

Bank, Barbara; Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Banks, William D; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Barbatarlo, Gene; Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Barbier, Anthony M; Prof, Asoc Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Barker, Alex W; Director; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Barks, Phyllis Elaine; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master’s; University of Missouri

Barksdale, Debra David; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s; Northwest Missouri State University
Barnickol, Lynn W: Instructor; Forestry
Barnstone, Aliki Dora: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Barones, Royce De: Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Virginia
Barquero-Molina, Miriam: Director; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Barr, Darin Jay: Instructor, Adjunct; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Master of Business Administration; The College at Brockport
Barrett, Bruce Allen: Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University
Barrett, Steve W: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Barrow, Lloyd H: Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Bartholow, Bruce D: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Bartlett, Lyria Dickason: Instructor; Architectural Studies; Master's; Washington University
Basker, Emek Meira: Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Bastian, Michael Wayne: Prof, Asoc Visiting; Naval Science
Bateson, Paul Eric: Specialist; Small Business Development Ctr; Master of Business Admin; University of Phoenix
Bauer, Lisa M: Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences
Bauer, Robert L: Prof, Asoc; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Baumann, James Frank: Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Bausler, Cheryl: Prof, Ast Clincl Dept; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Beach, Heather Leanne: Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum
Beamer, Lesa J: Prof, Asoc; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University
Beard, Mark N: Prof, Ast Clincl Dept; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Becchi, Michela: Prof; Ast; Electrical and Computer Engr
Bechtel, Sandra Marie: Prof; Ast; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Michigan State University
Beck, Mary M: Prof; Clincl; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Bednar, Michael B: Prof; Ast; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Beernsen, Brenda T: Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Beeson, Dennis Allen: Lecturer; Music; Bachelor's; University of Missouri
Bell, Debora Jeneen: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; West Virginia University
Bell, Jacquelyn Sue: Prof, Asoc Prof Pracct; Journalism; Master of Arts; Ohio University
Benner, Kala E: Prof, Ast Teach; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Bennett, Christine Nicole: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Planning Placement Ctr
Bennett, John Falls: Prof, Asoc Teach; Marketing; Master of Business Administration; University of Memphis
Bennett, Linda: Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; University of Northern Colorado
Benoit, Pamela: V Provost; Dean of Graduate School; Doctor of Philosophy; Wayne State University
Benson, Craig A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Planning Placement Ctr; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri
Benson, Jerry Kenneth: Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Bentley, Clyde: Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Berent, Linda Marie: Prof, Asoc Clincl Dept; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois
Berg, John Norman: Emeritus; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Bernards, Matthew T: Prof, Ast; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Berry, Melissa McGonigal: Prof, Asoc Visiting; Law; Juris Doctor; Northwestern University
Best, Brad A: Prof, Ast/Proff Pract; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Bettencourt, B Ann: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California
Bien, Joseph Julius: Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Paris
Bier, Gregory L: Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology
Bilyeu, Kristin D: Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Baylor College of Medicine
Binfield, Julian: Prof, Ast Resrch; Ag Econ - FAPRI; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Birchler, James A: Prof, Curators; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Birjandifar, Nazak: Instructor; Women's & Gender Studies; Master's; McGill University
Bjornstrom, Eileen E; Prof, Ast; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Black, Angela Lynn; Prof, Ast; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University
Black, Cheryl D; Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
Black, Lillian Wilkins; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Blackburn, Botswana Toney; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Kansas City
Blakely, Robert S; Professor; Military Science of Missouri; Instructor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois
Blankenship, Whitney Gordon; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Bloch, Peter H; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas
Blodgett, Clayton F; Resrch Asoc; Mo Resource Assess Prtnrship
Blomquist, Gregory E; Prof, Asoc; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Bloom, Tina Lee; Prof, Ast; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse
Blow, Constance A; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Bobitan, Luciana Maria; Instructor; Mathematics; Master of Science; University of Michigan
Bock, Margaret Mason; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; The University of Missouri
Boggs, Kathleen R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri
Bok, Margaret; Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; The University of Illinois
Boswell, Douglas K; Prof, Asoc Prof; Practice; Journalism; Master's; Lindenwood University
Bornske, Keith Richard; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Veterinary Science; University of Illinois
Boswell, Kevin W; Prof, Asoc; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Boswell, Donna Zinser; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master's; Lindenwood University
Boswell, Robert; Professor; Military Science
Boswell, William; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism
Boon, Robert Eric; Instructor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Boone, Robert S; Professor; Military Science
Booth, Frank W; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Bopp, Kenneth D; Prof, Ast Clincl; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Boudin, Charles M; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Memphis
Boren, Suzanne Austin; Prof, Asoc; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Borgelt, Steven C; Prof, Asoc; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Bosaller, Jenny Simpson; Prof, Ast; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Bostick, Jane E; Prof, Asoc Clincl; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Bowers, Gregory Glenn; Prof, Asoc Prof Practice; Journalism; Master's; Western Washington University
Bowers, Douglas K; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Bowman, Katherine G; Prof, Ast Teach; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Bowman, Robin Josephine; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's; University of Missouri
Bowman, Tiffany S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri
Bowman III, Frank O; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard University
Boyce, Kenneth A; Prof, Ast; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame
Boyd-Kennedy, Victoria Anne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Boyer, Nathan P; Prof, Asoc; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Yale University
Bradley, Kevin W; Prof, Asoc; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Bradley, Ronda Zinser; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master's; Lindenwood University
Branson, Keith Richard; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Veterinary Science; University of Illinois
Braun, David Meyer; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Brehus, Wayne H; Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey
Brendler, Beth Monica; Prof, Ast; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Brent Jr, Edward Everett; Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Breske, Shannon Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of South Dakota
Bridges, Jeffrey A; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's; University of Missouri
Briedwell, Teresa A; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; A.T. Still University
Brigham, Dale Edward; Prof, Asoc Teach; Nutrition & Exercise Phys- HES; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
Bryan, Jeffrey N; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Bryan, Margaret Elena; Instructor; Statistics; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Bryda, Elizabeth A; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey

Budd, John M; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Budds, Michael J; Prof, Curators; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Buice, Melissa C; Prof, Ast Visiting; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Bukoski, Alex D; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Bullion, John Lewis; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Bumbalowskas, Daniel Paul; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Bumgarner, Barri Lyn; Lecturer; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Bunyak, Filiz; Prof, Ast Resrch; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Burgoyne, Suzanne; Prof, Curators; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Burke-Aguero, Donald Harrison; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Burton, Judith Penney; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Concordia College

Busch, William M; Emeritus; Mizzou Online; Master's; Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Bush, Sarah L; Prof, Asoc Teach; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of East Anglia, England

Butaric, Lauren Nicole; Lecturer; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Butcher, Brandon M; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Bachelor's; University of Missouri

Buzzard, Sharon Kay; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Byrd, Carol A; Instructor, Adjunct; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of South Alabama

Byrne, Nathan Patrick; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Dean of Journalism

Caesar, Geralda Allison; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Labs; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Medgar Evers College

Cai, Hui; Prof, Ast Teach; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Cain, Kathleen Anne; Instructor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Master's; Maryville University

Cairns, Scott; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Calcutt, Michael J; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Caldwell, Charles W; Emeritus; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Caldwell, Heather L; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Callahan, Richard J; Prof, Asoc; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Callaway, Cathy L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Callender, Alexis A; Prof, Ast Teach; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Massachusetts College of Art

Calvin, James Halvorsen; Prof, Asoc; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Bowling Green State University

Calyp, Anjaneyaprasad Prabhakar; Prof, Ast; Computer Science

Cameron, Glen T; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Camp, Casey William; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Radiology; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Campbell, James Davis; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Campbell, Rex R; Emeritus; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Campione-Barr, Nicole Marie; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester

Canada, Kelli Elizabeth; Prof, Ast; Social Work

Canfield, Shannon Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SoM Center for Health Policy; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Cannon, John F; Prof, Asoc; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Caplow, Julie A; Prof, Asoc; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Cardetti, Ann Marie; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Arts; William & Mary University

Carlo Contreras, Gustavo; Professor; Human Devl & Family Studies

Carlson, Brad Michael; Prof, Ast; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; Southern Illinois University

Carney, Michael T; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law; Master’s

Carroll, Andrew Thomas; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Northeastern University

Carroll, Mark M; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Carroz, Laura Lyng; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Bachelor’s Degree - 2nd entry; University of Missouri

Carruth-Rasmussen, Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Carstens, Vicki M; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Carter, Michael Wayne; Prof, Ast Teach; Finance

Carter, Paula Michelle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Finance; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Carter Dochler, Jennifer Lynne; Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Carver, Mary Heather; Prof, Asoc; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Cary, Suzanne M; Prof, Ast Clincl; Social Work; Master’s; University of Missouri

Casazza, Peter; Prof, Curators; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Case-Hallerty, Anne Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Alumni; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Casperson, Cassandra Lee; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Special Degree Program

Casteel, Stan; Professor; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Castor, Gary Wayne; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 2nd entry; University of Missouri

Castro, Antonio Jamie; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston

Cecil, Michelle A; Prof, Curator Teach; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Illinois

Celikbas, Ela; Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Celikbas, Olgu; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Cersosimo, Dario Omar; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Chaddad, Fabio; Prof, Ast; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Chadha, Rohit; Prof, Ast; Computer Science

Chagnon, Napoleon Alphonseau; Prof, Resrch; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Chakraborty, Sapna; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University

Chakraborty, Sounak; Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Champlin, David M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Strategic Communications; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Chan, Paul Chun; Prof, Asoc; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; California Institute of Technology

Chandrasekhar, Anand; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Chandrasekhar, H R; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Chandrasekhar, Meera; Prof, Curator Teach; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Chang, Cheng Hsiung; Prof, Asoc; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Mississippi State University
Chang, Elizabeth Hope: Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Chant, Sara Rachel: Prof, Asoc; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin
Chastain, Claud B: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Check Zamora, Nancy Christine: Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Chen, Chung-Lung: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Engineering; University of Colorado Boulder
Chen, Jinn Kuen: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Chen, Shi Jie: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego
Chen, Zhen: Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico
Cheng, Jianlin: Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine
Cherry, Miriam Ann: Prof; Visiting; Law
Chicone, Carmen Charles: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin
Chievous, Tami Lynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master’s Degree - 1st entry
Chikhladze, George: Prof, Ast Teach; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Chiles, Todd H: Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Chindris, Calin Ioan: Prof, Ast; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Chipman, Stephanie Dawn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Agriculture
Chism, Jennifer Lynne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Cho, Seonghee: Prof, Asoc; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Cho, Soo Yeon: Instructor, Adjunct; Management
Cho, Uee Wan: Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University
Choe, Kwang Yoon: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Christ, Shawn Edward: Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University
Christiansen, Tanya: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Christiansen, Teri Ellen: Prof, Asoc Teach; Mathematics; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Texas A&M University
Christianson, Scott: Instructor, Adjunct; Management; Master’s; The George Washington University
Christy, Michael T: Instructor, Adjunct; School of Business; Doctor of Education; Columbia University
Chung, Je Kook: Scholar, Visiting; VP for International Programs; Doctor of Social Science; University of Missouri
Chval, Kathryn B: Dean, Asoc; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago
Cisco, Jonathan Randall: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Campus Writing Program; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Clark, Clayton Charles: Instructor, Clinical; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of Missouri
Clark, Douglas A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Clark, Patrick C: Tutor; Learning Center
Clark, Stephanie Dawn: Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master’s; National Louis University
Clarke, Andrew D: Prof, Asoc; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University
Clarke, Lane L: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University
Clarke, Robert Bede: Professor; Art; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa
Claunch, Hillary Lauren: Instructor; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse
Clayton, Amanda Michelle: Instructor; Mathematics; Master of Science; University of Missouri
Clem, Douglas Wayne: Prof, Asclcln; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri
Click, Melissa Anne: Prof, Ast; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst
Clifton, Jennifer Lynn: Prof, Ast Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum
Cline, Anna Elizabeth: Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum
Coates, Joan Ripley: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Cobb Orr, Rachael Elizabeth: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Cochnar, Barbara Stubbs: Prof, Profil Practice; Journalism; Master of Science; Columbia University
Cocroft, Reginald B: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Coggeshall, Mark V: Prof, Ast Resrch; Forestry; Master of Science; Mississippi State University
Cohen, Ann M: State Spclst, Asoc; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Master’s; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Cohen, Daniel Jay: Prof, Asst Teach; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Cohen, Samuel Schlesinger: Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The Graduate Center, City University of New York
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department/Field</th>
<th>Institution/University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohen, Signe M</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc</td>
<td>Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn, Leah Ann</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine &amp; Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>The University of Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colaner, Colleen Michele</td>
<td>Prof, Ast</td>
<td>Communication; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colbert, Jan Louise</td>
<td>Emeritus</td>
<td>Journalism; Master of Science</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman, Stephanie L</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Mizzou Online; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>The University of Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, Kent S</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Prof Practice</td>
<td>Journalism; Bachelor’s;</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, Michael</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, Robert Maurice</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>History; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conant, Gavin C</td>
<td>Prof, Ast</td>
<td>Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>The University of New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concannon, Stephen McKinley</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Government</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone, Rex Alan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Adjunct; Communication; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>Columbia College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conklin, Carli N</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc</td>
<td>Law; Juris Doctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn, Vicki S</td>
<td>Dean, Asoc</td>
<td>School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connell, Angela Christine</td>
<td>Instructor, Clincl</td>
<td>SHP/Physical Therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner, Walter Lee</td>
<td>Teaching Ast</td>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connett, Deborah Finfgeld</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>School of Nursing; Registered Nurse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consiglio, Charissa Marie</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Ast; Romance Languages &amp; Literature; Bachelor’s Degree - 2nd entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantinescu, Gheorghe M</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantinescu, Ileana A</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Clincl</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences; Master of Science</td>
<td>University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Cluj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook, Crystel Reeves</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine &amp; Surgery; Doctor of Medicine</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook, James L</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook, Michael L</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin - Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook, Roger F</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>German &amp; Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooley, Jason Warren</td>
<td>Prof, Ast</td>
<td>Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, David Matthew</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Visiting</td>
<td>Naval Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, M Lynne</td>
<td>Prof, Curators</td>
<td>Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperstock, Linda R</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct</td>
<td>Public Health Program; Master of Public Health</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope, Jonas S</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach</td>
<td>English; Master’s; Fitchburg State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope, Phyllis Alpert</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct</td>
<td>Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master’s; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordones Cook, Juanamaria</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Romance Languages &amp; Literature; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>The University of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelison, Dawn D</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc</td>
<td>Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>California Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish, Peter Verle</td>
<td>Prof, Ast</td>
<td>Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridori, Frank Salvatore</td>
<td>Prof, Ast/Profi Pract</td>
<td>Journalism; Bachelor’s;</td>
<td>Pratt Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cott, Ronald K</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Clincl</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine &amp; Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowan, Nelson</td>
<td>Prof, Curators</td>
<td>Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowgill, Libby Windred</td>
<td>Prof, Ast</td>
<td>Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crabb, Richard Paul</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Jennine Marie</td>
<td>Resrch Scientist/Academic</td>
<td>Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford, Emily R</td>
<td>Prof, Asst</td>
<td>Ed Leadership &amp; Pol Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creed, James Edward</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine &amp; Surgery; Master’s Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creger, Mary Virginia</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Surgery-Plastic; Master’s Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crespy, David A</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>City University of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crews, Sandra M</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Teach</td>
<td>Management; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri - St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critchfield, Emily Marie</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Some College - 1st entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronk, Nikole J</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Clincl</td>
<td>Family &amp; Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropp IV, Frederick William</td>
<td>Dean, Asoc</td>
<td>Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosby, Marci Jennings</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Animal Science; Master’s;</td>
<td>University of California, Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross, David T</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crouch, Dennis D</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor</td>
<td>The University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crozier, Ruth E</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Master of Public Admin</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crozier II, James H; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Crumley, Carolyn Elizabeth; Instructor, Adjunct; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Cumbie, Billy G; Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Cummings, Kevin James; Prof, Ast; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Victoria

Cunningham, Billie M; Prof, Teach; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Texas

Curry, Randy D; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of St. Andrews

Curs, Bradley R; Prof, Asoc; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Curtis, Scott Alan; Librarian III; Libraries

Cutkosky, Steven Dale; Prof, Curators; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Brandeis University

Cutler, Cathy S; Prof, Resrch; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Dabson, Brian; Prof, Resrch; Institute of Public Policy; Master’s; University of Birmingham - UK

Dade, Alice Katharine; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Master of Arts; The Juilliard School

Daily, Melody A; Prof, Clincl; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Dal, Martin; Prof, Resrch; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Daniels, Mark Allen; Prof, Ast; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Dann, Susanna; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy

Dannecker, Erin A; Prof, Asoc; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Darolia, Rajeev; Prof, Ast; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm

Datz, Craig A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Virginia–Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine

Dauve, Jan L; Prof, Teach; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

David, John Dewood; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

Davidson, Sandra Ann; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Davis, Curt H; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Davis, Justin Wade; Prof, Asoc; Medical Research Office; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Davis, Michael John; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska Medical Center

Davis, Peter N; Emeritus; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Daws, Koni Janine; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Accountancy; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Wichita State University

Dawson, William P; Instructor, Ast; Honors College

De Araujo, Zandra U; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

De Souza, Guilherme Nelson; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

DeClue, Amy Elizabeth; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Illinois

DeWeese, June LaFollette; Librarian IV; MU Libraries; Master of Library Science; University of Missouri

Deakyne, Carol A; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Dean, Kenneth D; Provost, Deputy; Provost; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Deidrick, Kathleen Keely; Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Deming, Philip E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Deng, Baolin; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Denker, Laura Anne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Agriculture

Denny, Walter Brent; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Desnoyer, Brad M; Prof, Asoc Teach; Law

Dessem, Ralph L; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard University

Deutscher, Susan L; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Devaney, Cheryl L; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean

Devaney, Michael Joseph; Emeritus; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dey, Daniel C; Prof, Ast Cooperative; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Diamond, Michael A; Professor; Ctr for Study of Org Change; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Diamond, Rand J; Prof, Teach; Law Library; Juris Doctor; Fordham University

Dickinson, Leslie Dawn; Fellow; Computer Science; Bachelor’s; Columbia College

Dickinson, Matthew George; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Computer Science; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Dickson-Deane, Camille; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Rochester Institute of Technology

Diem, Sarah L; Prof, Ast; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Dietrich, Maria Magdalena; Prof, Ast; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders
Dietrich, Simone Susanne; Prof, Ast; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Dietz, Nancy J; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Dakota

Ding, Shinghuai; Prof, Asoc; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Binghamton University, The State University of New York

Dingo, Rebecca A; Prof, Asoc; Women's & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Dirks, Lerin N; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Hospitality Management; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Dix, Mary J; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Dixon, Lonny W; Director; Office of Animal Resources; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Dobson, Ramona Kay; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Dodam, John R; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University

Doherty, Wayne E; Professor; Aerospace Studies; Master of Arts

Dobashian, Edward; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Master's; Yale University

DolezaL, Darry L; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Master of Music; Johns Hopkins University

Domingues da Silva, Daniel Barros; Prof, Ast; History

Donaldson III, Joe F; Prof Emeritus; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Dong, Nianbo; Prof, Ast; Edu, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Donnelly, Julie Alice; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dorner, Lisa Marie; Prof, Ast; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Dorr, Paul M; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Dostoglou, Stamatis; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Warwick - UK

Dougherty, Barbara J; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy

Dougherty, Debbie S; Prof, Asoc; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Dougherty, Thomas Warren; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Douglas, Tyron Michael; Prof, Ast; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina

Dow, Jay K; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Downey, Barbara S; Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Downing, Daniel Leon; Extension Asoc; Ag Ext-Food Sci & Nutrition; Master's; University of Missouri

Dragich, Martha; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Minnesota

Drake, Angela Kim; Instructor; Law

Drott, Edward R; Prof, Ast; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Drtna, Jon A; Prof, Asoc Teach; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Southern Mississippi

Druce, Robert L; Prof, Resrch; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Drury, A Cooper; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Drury, Julie Lynne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Master of Arts; The University of Mississippi

Dsouza Prabhu, Newton Santosh; Prof, Asoc; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Duan, Dongsheng; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Duffy, Margaret E; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Duncan, Carrie E; Prof, Ast; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Dunn, Michael Wayne; Director; FM Station; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi

Durbak, Amanda Rita; Fellow; Post Doctoral; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Durham, Roxann J; Instructor, Adjunct; Edu, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dwyer, John Patrick; Instructor; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dyer, Carla Alexander; Prof, Asoc Clincl Dept; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Dyer, Justin B; Prof, Ast; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Dykhouse Jr, Charles J; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law

Eady, Cornelius Robert; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester

Earleywine, Lisa Janette; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy

Eastman-Mueller, Heather Paige; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Indiana University Bloomington

Edara, Praveen Kumar; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Ededin, Dan S; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Edmonds, Carole A; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Edwards, Jill; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences
Eggert, Lori Suzanne; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Eiken, Douglas Kent; Instructor, Adjunct; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Eisleben, Lauren Elizabeth; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

El Gizawy, Ahmed S; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

Elder, Rusty Dale; Instructor, Adjunct; School of Music; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Ellinger, Jill R; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Truman State University

Elliott, Grant P; Prof, Ast; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Ellis, Kathleen Kistner; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master's; Baylor University

Elsik, Christine G; Prof, Asoc; Animal Science

Emerich, David William; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Emmerichs, Sharon; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Emter, Craig Allen; Prof, Ast; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Enderle, Amy L; Instructor, Adjunct; Communication; Master's; University of Missouri

Endersby, James W; Prof, Asoc; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Engel, Thomas G; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

England-Biggs, Laura Elizabeth; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Engle, Steven Craig; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

English, David M; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Northwestern University

English, James T; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Enriquez, Malethe; Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Eppin, Shane Christopher; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Web Communications

Erdelez, Sanda; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University

Ernst, Zachary J; Prof, Asoc; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Ervin, Keona K; Prof, Ast; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Esbeck, Carl H; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Cornell University

Escudero, Carolina; Scholar, Visiting; Dean of Journalism; Master's; University Schuman - France

Eubanks, Gail Lynn; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Evans, Carol J; Prof, Asoc Resch; MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov; Doctor of Social Science; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Evans, Nickolas C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Organizations

Evans, Timothy; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Evans, Wendelin J; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Faaborg, Janice E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Faaborg, John Raynor; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Fadel, Paul Joseph; Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Fales, Roger C; Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Famuliner, Ryan M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Farmer, Matthew Cullen; Prof, Ast; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Farrar, Patricia Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Fearing, Nicole Marie; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Med Ed Support Services

Feintuch, Yossi; Lecturer; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Feldman, Marvin Fredrick; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Fellabaum, Jennifer Melissa; Prof, Ast Teach; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Feng, Zaichun Frank; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Fennell, Hilda Martinez; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Bachelor’s; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Fennell, John W; Prof, Asoc Profi Practice; Journalism; Master’s; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Fenton, Jason A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Life Sciences Center; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Ferreira, Marco Antonio; Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Ferris, Stephen P; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Fete, Mary Donna; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Missouri

Fine, Deborah Miriam; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Oregon State University
Fink, Adrienne Brynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Finke, Deborah L; Prof, Ast; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Firman, Jeffre D; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Fischer, James D; Instructor, Residnt; Electrical and Computer Engr; Master’s; California Polytechnic State University

Fischer, Monika; Prof, Asoc Teach; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Fisher, Adrienne N; Instructor; English; Master of Fine Arts

Fitch, Dale Kent; Prof, Ast; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Arlington

Fitzgerald, Gail; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Flack, Eric Phillip; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Education; Saint Louis University

Flader, Susan Louise; Emeritus; History

Flanagan, John R; Prof, Ast Teach; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Fleak, Kenneth Paul; Prof, Ast Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Fleisher, Carol Watson; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Enrollment Management; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Maryland

Fleming, Callie J; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; International programs; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Flesner, Marcia; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Flink, James Duncan; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Flink, Jamie Bono; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism

Flinn, Mark V; Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Flint-Garcia, Sherry; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Plant Sciences

Flores, Lisa Y; Prof, Asoc; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Flourney, Nancy; Prof, Curators; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Flynn Peters, Kristin Joan; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Folescu, Marina Radiana; Prof, Ast; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Foley, Anne-Marie; Director; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Folk, William; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Ford, Cody Allan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Labs

Ford, Jill Halbrook; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Foulkes, Matthew Walton; Prof, Asoc; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Fox, Derek Bradford; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Michigan State University

Fox, Lori Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Success Center; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Fox, Neil Ian; Prof, Asoc; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Salford, UK

Fox, Roy F; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Franc, Jere R; Prof, Curators; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New England

Franck, Susan Faye; Instructor; Mathematics; Master’s; University of Missouri

Frank, Jerritt J; Prof, Ast; History; Doctor of Social Science; The University of Kansas

Franklin, Craig; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Franklin, Karen Gabriela; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Not Indicated - 1st entry; San Ignacio de Loyola

Franz, Alexander W; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Pathobiology

Franz, Charles; Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Franz, Lori; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Franzel, Sean B; Prof, Ast; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Frappier, Brian Lee; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Michigan State University

Frederick-Hudson, Katherine Harrington; Instructor; Biological Science; Master of Science; Truman State University

Freelin, Tammy Lee; Instructor, Clincl; Social Work; Master’s; University of Missouri

Freese, Rebekah Ann; Instructor, Clincl; Social Work; Master’s; University of Missouri

Freiberg, Tristan Munro; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Montreal

French, Bryan Ho; Prof, Asst; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

French, Dan Wright; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana Tech University

Fresenburg, Brad Steven; Prof, Ast Extns; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Frey, Linnea H; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; Louisiana State University
Frey, Scott Harold: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Freyermuth, Robert W: Prof, Curator Teach; Law; Juris Doctor; Duke University

Freyermuth, Sharyn K: Prof, Asoc Teach; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Fried, Gabriel W: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Fine Arts; Columbia University

Friedrichsen, Patricia J: Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Frisby, Craig L: Prof, Asoc; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Frisby, Cynthia M: Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Fritsche, Kevin L: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Fritschi, Felix Beat: Prof, Asoc; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Fritz, Dana R: Prof, Asoc Clincl Dept; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Frogge, Elizabeth Marie: Prof, Ast/Profi Pract; Journalism; Bachelor's; University of Missouri

Frohberg, Nora R: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of North Dakota

Frymire, John M: Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Funkenbusch, Karen Brents: Resrch Ast; Bioengineering; Master's; Truman State University

Furrer, Jason Lawrence: Prof, Ast Teach; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Furstenau, Nina: Instructor; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Fusinatto, Jenna Rae: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Gahl, John Michel: Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Galambos, Colleen M: Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The Catholic University of America

Galat, David L: Prof, Ast Cooperative; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

Galen, Candace: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Galenas, Rimas G: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Arts; University of Illinois at Chicago

Galliher, John: Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University

Gangloff, Karen Ashley: Instructor, Adjunct; Management; Master of Business Admin; Auburn University

Gangopadhyay, Keshab: Prof, Resrch; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Technology

Gangopadhyay, Shubhra: Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Technology

Ganley, Brian C: Prof, Ast Teach; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ganong, Lawrence H: Professor; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ganong, Marilyn Coleman: Emeritus; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Gantzer, Clark J: Professor; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Garcia, Michael Leonard: Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Mayo College of Medicine

Garcia Vieyra, Daniel David: Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Universidad De Guadalajara

Gardi, Lisa Marie: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Garman, Carol J: Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Garrett, Elizabeth Ann: Prof, Clinical Dept; Family & Community Medicine

Garrett, Jennifer Lee: Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Garritson II, Paul W: Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Master's; Yale University

Garson, Scott Arnold: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master's; George Mason University

Garton, Bryan L: Dean, Asoc; Dean of Agriculture; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Gassmann, Walter: Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Gateley, Crystal Aileen: Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's; University of Missouri

Gates, Kent S: Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Gayer, Debra A: Prof, Asoc Clincl; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gayou, Douglas: Prof, Ast Teach; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Geary, David C: Prof, Curators; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Riverside

Geary, Roger Carl: Prof, Adjunct; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Geisert, Rodney Dean: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Gely, Rafael: Professor; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Gentry, Bettina Anne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

George, Melvin Douglas; Theatre Ast; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Gerardy, Nancy Lynn; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master’s; University of Missouri

Gerhardt Jr, Howard Carl; Prof, Curators; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Gerhart, Deborah Louise; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Gesztesy, Friedrich; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Graz, Austria

Gharahbeigi, Sara; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics

Ghosh, Tushar K; Professor; Nuclear Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Gianino, Kevin G; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music

Gibson, Kyle; Prof, Asoc Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gibson, Maya C; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Gibson, Twyla Gall; Prof, Ast; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Gilles, Carol; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gilles, Jere Lee; Prof, Asoc; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gilliam, Stephanie Nicole; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery

Gillis, Kevin D; Professor; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Gingrich, Kari Michelle; Instructor, Adjunct; Accountancy

Giuliano, Elizabeth A; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Givian, Scott A; Asoc Director; Research Core Facilities; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Gizer, Ian R; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Glaser, Rainer Ernst; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Glass, Timothy E; Prof, Asoc; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Gleason, Catherine Honore; Prof, Ast Teach; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Glendening, Matthew Ryan; Prof, Ast; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Glick, Elisa Fern; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Glise, Anthony Leroy; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; Master’s; New England Conservatory of Music

Godwin, Linda Maxine; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Goedert, Martha Hoffman; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Goggins, Sean Patrick; Prof, Ast; Info Science & Learning Tech; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Minnesota

Gold, Michael; Prof, Resrch; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Goldschmidt, Michael; Prof, Ast Teach; Architectural Studies; Master’s; San Francisco Institute of Architecture

Goldschmidt, Steven Richard; Instructor; Mathematics

Golomb, Miriam W; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Gomez, Francisco Gustavo; Prof, Asoc; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gompper, Matthew E; Professor; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Good, Glenn E; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Goodman, Judith C; Prof, Asoc; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Gopalakrishna, Srinath; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Gopalratnam, Vellore S; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Goran, Lisa Gail; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gordon, Matthew J; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Gould, Iva Jo; Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Gowdy, Mary Ann; Prof, Ast Teach; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Goyne, Keith William; Prof, Asoc; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Graham, Yolanda Kay; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; William Woods University

Grant, Sheila Ann; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Green, Daniel Keith; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Green, Jonathan Andrew; Prof, Asoc; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Greene, Russell Clayton; Instructor, Adjunct; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr

Greening, Daniel W; Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
Greenleaf, C Michael; Prof, Asoc; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Greenwood, B K; Prof, Ast; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gregory, Gretchen Anne; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Missouri

Gregory, Rabia Anne; Prof, Ast; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Grider, Chris; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Missouri

Griffin, William Howard; Instructor, Adjunct; Management; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri

Grigsby, Gary Scott; Prof, Asoc Prof Practice; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Grigsby, Mary; Prof, Asoc; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Grill, J B; Prof, Asoc; Art; Master’s; New York Academy of Art

Grinfeld, Michael J; Prof, Asoc Prof Practice; Journalism; Juris Doctor; New England School of Law

Grove, Carol E; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gruene, James L; Prof, Asoc; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Gruen, Ingolf Uwe; Prof, Asoc; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Grupe, Dixie Johnson; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master’s; University of Missouri

Grupe, Gregory A; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Gruzdev, Vitaly; Prof, Ast Resrch; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; S.I.Vavilov State Optical Institute

Gu, Chao; Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gu, Li-Qun; Prof, Asoc; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Nankai University

Gu, Zezong; Prof, Asoc; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Gubera, Christopher C; Instructor, Residnt; Computer Science; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Gubrium, Jaber Fandy; Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Wayne State University

Guha, Subharup; Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Guha, Suchismita; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Guilfoyle, Thomas J; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Guillemette, Michael Adrien; Prof, Ast; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy

Guilliams, Donald Joseph; Instructor, Residnt; Computer Science; Master of Arts; Saint Louis University

Gunther, Cathy V; Instructor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Gupta, Bina; Prof, Curators; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Gurd, Sean Alexander; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Gustafson, John P; Prof, Adjunct; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Guyette, Richard; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gysbers, Norman C; Prof, Curators; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Ha-Brookshire, Jung Eun; Prof, Asoc; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Hackley, Steven A; Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Hagan, Catherine Elizabeth; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Hagely, Katherine B; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hager, Nora Lynn; Instructor; Human Devl & Family Studies; Master’s; University of Missouri

Hagglund, Kristofer; Dean; Health Professions; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Hahm, Bumsuk; Prof, Ast; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; Pohang University of Science and Technology

Hairston, Casey A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics

Haithcoat, Timothy L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Geography

Halenda, Stephen P; Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Medical College of Virginia

Hali, Cheryl L; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Master’s; University of Missouri

Hall, Robert Dickinson; Asoc V Chancl Research; Office of Research; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Halliday, Jake; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of West Australia

Hammer, Richard David; Prof, Resrch; Civil/Environmental Engr

Hammock, Lenora Anne; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism

Han, Dae Hoon; Scholar, Visiting; German & Russian Studies; Master of Social Science; University of Missouri

Han, Xu; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Hanneken, Daniel Joseph; Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Hannink, Mark; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego
Hanson, Brenda M; Instructor, Clinici; School of Nursing; Master's; University of Missouri

Hanuscin, Deborah L; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Harcharrazas, Asma; Prof, Asoc; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Pierre-and-Marie-Curie University - Paris VI

Harden, Paul; Scholar, Visiting; Nuclear Engineering

Hardin, Christopher D; Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Hawley, Jana M; Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor; Yale University

Hawley, Erin Morrow; Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor; Yale University

Hawley, Anna M; Prof, Asoc; Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Miami

Hawley, Kristin M; Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Hayward, Robert S; Prof, Asoc; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Hazelbauer, Gerald L; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Hdeib, Ecaterina Mariana; Prof, Asoc Clinici; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master of Fine Arts; Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urbanism, Romania

Hdeib, Moses M; Prof, Clinici; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Doctor of Medicine; Carol Davila University - Romania

He, Hong S; Professor; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Chinese Academy of Sciences

He, Zhaihai; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

He, Zhuoqing; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Hearee, Joanna Megan; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Hearee, Leonard B; Prof, Ast Teach; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; George Mason University

Heath, Tanya Suzanne; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Hebert, Karen R; Prof, Ast; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's; University of Missouri

Heesch, Cheryl M; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio

Heese-Peck, Antje; Prof, Ast; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Heftin, Colleen M; Prof, Asoc; Truman School of Pub Affairs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Hegger, Joseph D; Prof, Ast Teach; Finance; Bachelor's; University of Missouri

Heggie, Glen David; Prof, Clinici; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Doctor of Education; University of Alberta

Heidari, Manijeh B; Resrch Asoc; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Central Oklahoma

Heidari, Nargess; Resrch Asoc; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heineman, Suzette T; Prof, Profi Practice; Journalism; Master's; Truman State University

Heine, Anne Gray; Instructor, Clinici; School of Nursing; Master's; University of Missouri

Heise, David A; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heiss, Andrea Brandenburg; Prof, Ast/Profi Pract; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Heitmeyer, Jana C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics

Heller, Adam D; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford
Heller, Meera Caterina: Prof, Ast; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Henderson, Whitney Lee: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Hendrickson, Mary K: Prof, Ast; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hendry, Douglas Scott: Fellow, Post Doctoral; Chemical Engineering
Hennessy, Kevin Raymond: Instructor, Adjunct; School of Music
Henrickson, Celeste N: Instructor; Anthropology; Master of Arts; Washington State University
Henry, Carolyn J: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Auburn University
Henson, Charles Dewayne: Prof, Teach; Law; Juris Doctor; Georgetown University
Henzi, Michael T: Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Heppner, Mary Jean: Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Heppner, Punky Paul: Prof, Curators; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Heringman, Noah I: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University
Herman, Keith C: Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida
Hermsen, Joan M: Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
Hertel, Laura Jane: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Res Admin; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
Herzog, David L: Prof, Asoc Profi Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; Temple University
Herzog, Melissa J: Prof, Ast Resrch; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University
Hessler, Richard M: Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh
Hibbard, Bruce E: Prof, Adjunct; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University
Hicks, Lonis Lucille: Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Higginbotham, Holly: Prof, Asoc Profi Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri
Hiles, Sara Shipley: Prof, Ast/Profi Pract; Journalism
Hill, Joshua Greenstein: Instructor, Ast; Child Development Lab; Master of Education; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Hill, Michael Andrew: Professor; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Melbourne - Australia
Hill, Timothy David: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Hillemann, Linda K: Instructor, Clincli; Social Work; Master’s; University of Missouri
Hillman, Laura Smith: Emeritus; Child Health-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University
Hinkel, Lora Renee: Instructor, Clincli; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master’s; University of Missouri
Hinnant, Amanda L: Prof, Ast; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Hinton, Pamela S: Prof, Asoc; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Hippenmeyer, Paul J: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Technology Mgmt/Indus Relation; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Hirner, Leo J: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hitzhusen, Gerald Lee: Prof, Asoc; Ag Ext-Natural Resources; Master’s; University of Missouri
Ho, Dominic King: Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hobbs, Joseph John: Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Hoberek, Andrew P: Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Hockman, Kristen Michelle: Prof, Ast Teach; Accountancy; Master’s; University of Missouri
Hodson, Mary Frances: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Hofer, Nathan Charles: Prof, Ast; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University
Hoffman, Kimberly G: Dean, Asoc; Dean - Medical Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hoffman, Timothy: Professor; Medicine-Hematology & Oncology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hofmann, Steven: Prof, Curators; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Hogan, Rosemary Grace: Prof, Asoc Clincli; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Holag, Scott Harold: Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Holdo, Ricardo Martin: Prof, Ast; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Holladay, John N: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Social Science; Western Kentucky University
Holliday, Casey Monahan: Prof, Ast; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Holliday, Gregory A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Human Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Holliday, Jill Alexandra: Prof, Ast Teach; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University
Hollingsworth, Susan B; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Support Center; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Holman, J Martin; Prof, Ast Teach; German & Russian Studies; Master’s; University of California, Berkeley

Holtsford, Timothy P; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Riverside

Holtz, Heidi Kathleen; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Hook, Brianna Swann; Lecturer; International programs; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Oklahoma State University

Hooley, Daniel M; Professor; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Hornbeck, Elizabeth Jean; Prof, Ast Teach; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Horner, William Thomas; Prof, Asoc Teach; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Horstman, Haley Ann; Prof, Ast; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Horstmeier, Robin Leann; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Horvit, Beverly Jane; Prof, Ast/Prof Pract; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Horvit, Mark Harris; Prof, Asoc Prof Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; The University of Texas at Austin

Hosokawa, Michael Charles; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Education; University of Oregon

Houseman, Richard M; Prof, Asoc; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Houston, John Brian; Prof, Ast; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma

Howald, Carol L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Howard, Genevieve Andrea; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Agriculture; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Howe, John S; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Howe, Timothy E; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Holloway, Jane L; Prof, Teach; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hoyt-Vail, Martina Louise; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Planning Placement Ctr; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Hsieh, Fu Hung; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Hu, Zhiqiang; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Hubbart, Jason A; Prof, Asoc; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Idaho

Hudson, Fraser Berkley; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Hudson, LeGreta; Instructor, Adjunct; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master’s; Illinois State University

Hudson, Stanton T; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SoM Center for Health Policy

Hudson Weems, Clenora; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Hudspeth, Brooke Patrice; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Nursing; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri State University

Huelsbergen, Deborah L; Professor; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Iowa State University

Huffington, Gabrial Edgar; Instructor, Adjunct; Parks Recreation & Tourism

Hughes, Dana N; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Health Sciences; Master’s; University of Michigan

Hulett, Joycelin Louise; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hull, Greta Thompson; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master’s; University of Missouri

Hume, Deborah Louise; Prof, Asoc Teach; Public Health Program; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Humfeld, Sarah Conditt; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Humphrey, Kimberly A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Enrollment Management; Master of Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Huneycutt, Lois L; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Hunt, Heather K; Prof, Ast; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy

Hunt, Paula D; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Journalism; University of Missouri

Hunter, Jennifer Lynn; Prof, Asoc; Nursing - General; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Huntley, John W; Prof, Ast; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Hurley, Thomas; Emeritus; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Hurst, Robin D; Prof, Asoc Teach; Biological Science; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Hurt, Douglas Allan; Prof, Ast Teach; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma

Hutchins, Julie Lyn; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University

Hutchinson, Sandy L; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Huxley, Virginia H; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Hwang, Tzyh Chang; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University
Hyatt-Wade, Sharyn Jane; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Hyder, Salman M; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Glasgow

Ibdah, Jamal A; Professor; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Jordan

Ingram, Ellis Andrew; Prof, Asoc; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan

Innis, Enos C; Prof, Ast; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Ireton, Sean M; Prof, Asoc; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Ishibashi, Miwako; Instructor, German & Russian Studies; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Kansai University

Isapa, Jean Mona; Professor; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Iveson, Candace Jacob; Instructor, Clincl; Social Work; Master of Social Work; Washington University

Ivey, Patrick Alton; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Ivey, Starla Lynn; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jackson, Jane Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Volunteers

Jackson, Rollin F; Prof, Ast Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jackson, Shawnna Dianne; Instructor, Clincl; Nursing - General

Jackson-Brown, Grace; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Jackson-Thompson, Jeannette; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Health Mgmt & Informatics

Jacobs, Deborah Kay; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jacoby, Sharon L; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Jacoby, William A; Prof, Asoc; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Jago, Arthur G; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

James, Harvey S; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

James Kracke, Marilyn R; Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of British Columbia

Jamison, Tyler B; Prof, Ast Teach; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jeanetta, Stephen C; Prof, Ast Extns; Social Sciences CD; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Jefferson, Urmeka Taylor; Prof; Ast; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Jelley, Megan M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of South Carolina

Jen, Philip Hung; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Jenner, Michael Mollet; Prof, Profl Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Jensen, Susan M; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Southern California

Jesse, George William; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jett, Leslie Glenn; Prof, Ast Teach; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ji, Tieming; Prof, Ast; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

JiJi, Renee Denise; Prof, Asoc; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Jiang, Lin; Prof, Ast; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Johnson, Gary Steven; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Minnesota

Johnson, Gayle Christy; Professor; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Johnson, Jeffrey D; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Albany

Johnson, Joseph W; Prof, Ast; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Massachusetts College of Art

Johnson, Kandice K; Prof, Clincl; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Johnson, Marc C; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Johnson, Philip J; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Bristol

Johnson, Rebecca A; Professor; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Johnson, Richard A; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Johnson, Robert N; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Johnson, Thomas G; Professor; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Johnson, Victoria L; Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Johnson Moxley, Melanie K; Lecturer; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Johnston, Laura C; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Johnston, Nicole Ruth; Archivist iii; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Johnston Jr, Joseph Andrew; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Jones, Cason H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Jones, John Richard; Prof, Curators; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Jones, Marlene B; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Science

Jones, Nathan Allan; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law

Jones, Tanner M; Prof, Ast; Aerospace Studies

Jorgensen, Michael Edward; Lecturer; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio University

Jose, Shibu; Professor; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Jurczyk, Michael; Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Stuttgart

Jurisson, Silvia S; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Juzkiw, Irene Ann; Instructor; International programs; Master’s; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kabel, Allison M; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Wayne State University

Kabrick, John M; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Kalaitzandonakes, Nicholas; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Kallenbach, Robert L; Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Kaloudis, Naomi R; Lecturer; Classical Studies; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Kammerich, Mark Alan; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Kanaley, Jill A; Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kannan, Raghuraman; Prof, Asoc; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Science

Kaplan, David M; Prof, Ast; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Kaplan, Lorie F; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; eMINTS National Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kaplan, Michael B; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Counseling Services; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Kartha, Ilyana; Prof, Ast; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Karwoski, Roger Wayne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Wisconsin - Platteville

Katoch, Bandhana; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intellectual Property Admin; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri

Kattelman, Kyle Thomas; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Political Science; Master of Arts; Eastern Illinois University

Katti, Kattesh; Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Science

Katz, Martin L; Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz

Kaussen, Valerie M; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz

Kaylen, Michael S; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Kaylen, Myoung Lee; Prof, Asoc Teach; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kazic, Toni; Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Keegan, Kevin G; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Keely, Jennifer Loraine; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Keene, Charles W; Prof, Ast Teach; Marketing; Master of Business Administration; Fontbonne University

Keiser, Lael R; Prof, Asoc; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Keiser, Duane H; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; West Virginia University

Kelk, Michele James; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kellar, Chieko; Lecturer; German & Russian Studies; Bachelor’s; Tokyo University of Foreign Studies

Keller, James M; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Keller, Steven W; Prof, Asoc; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Kelley, Cheryl A; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Kelley, Dennis Francis; Prof, Ast; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Kelley, Kate Stockton; Instructor, Visiting; Religious Studies; Master’s; University of Missouri

Kelly, Martha M; Prof, Ast; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Kelly, Michael Joseph; Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Kelty, Blanca Gonzalez; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Master’s; University of Missouri

Kemp, David J; Instructor; Animal Science; Master’s; University of Missouri

Kennedy, George; Prof, Adjunct; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kent, Patricia Helena; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master’s; Nova Southeastern University

Keri, Marie E; Prof, Asoc Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Auburn University
King, Monty S; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Kerns, John Gerald; Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kerr, Kathleen Patricia; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Kerridge, Bonnie Daria; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Kerwin, William J; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Kesler, Dylan Charles; Prof, Ast; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Key, Elisabeth Elaine; Dean, Ast; Law; Juris Doctor; Northwestern University

Khanna, Sanjeev K; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Master of Education; William Woods University

Kharti, Naresh; Prof, Asoc; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Khosla, Nidhi; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Khurana, Inder K; Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Kidd, Joseph Benton; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kiger, Sam A; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Killoren, Sarah E; Prof, Ast; Human Devl & Family Studies

Kim, Dae Young; Prof, Asoc Clincl Dept; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

Kim, Dae-Young; Prof, Asoc; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Kim, Jaewoo; Resrch Asoc, Visiting; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kim, Jung Hyup; Prof, Ast; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr

Kim, Kyonghee; Prof, Ast; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Kim, Kyungbo; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Communication

Kim, Min Soon; Prof, Ast; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Kim, Sang Soon; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP for International Programs

King, Gavin M; Prof, Ast; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

King, Karen Emily; Prof, Ast Teach; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Dartmouth College

King, Kathleen Rose; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych

King, Laura A; Prof, Curators; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

King, Wilma; Director; Black Studies Program; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Kingsley, Laurie Ellen; Prof, Asoc Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kinnear, Jason A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

Kinnison, Dana Kay; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kirk, Mark D; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Rice University

Kitchel, Tracy J; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Klaric, Matthew N; Prof, Ast Resrch; Center Geospatial Intelligence; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kleen, Penny Lynn; Prof, Ast Teach; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Klein, Cerry M; Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Klein Trull, Meg A; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Klimczak, Aimee; Prof, Ast Teach; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kline II, David D; Prof, Asoc; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Klosterman, Michelle Leigh; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Klote, Michael; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Kluver, Craig Allan; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Klymus, Katy E; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences

Knapp, Benjamin O; Prof, Ast; Forestry

Knapp, Megan Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master of Education; Northwestern University

Knipping, Nancy; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University

Knoep, Andrew; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Knotts, Barbara Ann; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Library Science; California State University, San Jose

Koc, Ali Bulent; Prof, Ast; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Kochendorfer, Karl M; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois at Chicago

Kochtanek, Thomas R; Prof, Asoc; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University
Kocyba, Kate M: Prof, Ast Visiting; Art History & Classical Archaeology - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Koditschek, Theodore: Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Koedel, Cory R: Prof, Ast; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego
Koenig, Sheryl Faye: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Life Sciences Center; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Lesley University
Koldobskiy, Aleksandr: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; St. Petersburg State University
Kolenikov, Stanislav: Prof, Ast; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Koller, James P: Prof, Ast Clinch Dept; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Konkle, Maureen A: Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Koo, Jeong-Kyu: Prof, Ast; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Kopeikin, Sergei M: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Moscow State University
Korkine, Dmitri Alexandrovitch: Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New Brunswick
Korthuis Jr, Ronald J: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Medicine; Michigan State University
Kosztin, Dorina C: Prof, Teach; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Kosztin, Ioan: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Kouchev, Elena: Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kovaleski, Scott D: Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Kovarik, Mary Cathleen: Prof, Ast Teach; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Medicine; Iowa State University
Kracke, George R: Prof, Asoc; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University
Kramer, Joanne: Prof, Asoc Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Minnesota
Kramer, Johanna Ingrid: Prof, Ast; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Kramer, Michael: Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Kranitz, Ericka F: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Controller; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri - Kansas City
Krasne, Darcy A: Prof, Ast Visiting; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Kratzer, Brian W: Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri
Krause II, William John: Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Krausberger, Lynda S: Dean, Asoc; Journalism; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Kremer, Robert J: Prof, Adjunct; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Mississippi State University
Krenz, Maike: Prof, Ast; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Düsseldorf
Kreps, Patricia C: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri
Kriekhaus, Jonathan T: Prof, Asoc; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Kroll, Erica Lynn: Instructor; Women's & Gender Studies; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Krug, Giulianne: Prof, Asoc Clinch; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's; University of Missouri
Krug, Jeffrey: Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Bachelor's; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Kuby, Candace Ross: Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Kuensting, Laura L: Prof, Ast Teach; School of Nursing
Kuhnt, Mark Edward: Prof, Asoc Teach; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Kent State University
Kurzejeski, Eric Walter: Prgm Director; School of Natural Res Admin; Master's; University of Missouri
Kuuskoski, Jonathan: Prof, Ast Teach; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Kwasniewski, Mischa T: Prof, Ast Resrch; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Kwan, Monica Joy: Prof, Ast Visiting; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry
Kwon, Jaewan: Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California
Kyle, Greeley A: Prof, Asoc Profil Practic; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Memphis
Kyle, Olga: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Lackey, William J: Prof, Ast Teach; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City
Ladewoff, Paul H: Director; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Laffey, James M: Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Laffey, Mary A: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Lair, Linda Marie: Prof, Ast Clinch; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diafg Sci; Bachelor's; Missouri Baptist University
Lamb, Heather S: Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Lamberson, William R: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska
Lambert, Kimberly Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Lambert, Thomas Andrew; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; The University of Chicago

Lamond, Colleen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Education; Virginia Commonwealth University

Lampitt, Kathleen Row; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Special Education; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Lana, Amy Louise; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; MU Libraries; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Loyola University Chicago

Land Jr, Norman Earl; Professor; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Lande, John M; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Hastings College

Landhuis, Pauline Marie; Prof, Ast; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master's; University of California, Davis

Lane, Kari Rae; Prof, Ast; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Langdon, Susan Helen; Professor; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Langen, Timothy C; Prof, Asoc; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Langeneckert, Mark G; Prof, Ast Teach; Art; Bachelor's; Art Center College of Design

Langford, Barry Robert; Instructor, Adjunct; Hospitality Management; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Langley, April C; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Lannin, Amy Alison; Director; Campus Writing Program; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lannin, John; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Illinois State University

Larsen, David R; Professor; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Larsen, Soren C; Prof, Asoc; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Latshaw, Sandra; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master of Arts; University of Nebraska

Lattimer, Jimmy Christian; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Washington State University

Latushkin, Yuri; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Odessa State University

Laughlin, Maurice Harold; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Law, Ryan H; Instructor; Personal Financial Planning; Master's; Texas Tech University

Lawrence, Leanna Beth; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's; University of Missouri

Lawton, Caroline Barbara; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master of Education; Lindenwood University

Layfield, Lester James; Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Layton, James R; Prof, Adjunct; Law; Juris Doctor; Brigham Young University

LeBeau, Christopher; Librarian iii; Libraries; Master of Library Science; Long Island University

Leach, Stacey B; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M University

Ledoux, David R; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Lee, Christopher B; Prof, Ast Teach; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lee, David R; Prof, Asoc; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Lee, Ilhyung; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Boston College

Lee, Jaewon; Prof, Ast Visiting; Mathematics; Master's; Kyungpook National University

Lee, James Chak; Prof, Asoc; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Lee, Kang Jae; Prof, Ast Teach; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Lee, Suhwon; Prof, Asoc Teach; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lee Jr, Mark W; Prof, Ast; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Legarsky, Justin J; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Leidy, Heather J; Prof, Ast; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED

Lembke, Erica Suzanne; Prof, Asoc; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Len-Rios, Maria E; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Leonardelli, Michael John; Extension Asoc; Food Science; Master of Science; North Carolina State University

Leong, Lampo; Professor; Art; Doctor of Philosophy; Central Academy of Fine Arts

Leonhard, Barbara H; Instructor; International programs; Master's; University of Missouri

Leshner, Glenn M; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Letsky, Philippa Margaret; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's; University of East Anglia, England

Lever, Susan Z; Prof, Asoc; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Lever, Teresa Elaine; Prof, Ast; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Philosophy; East Carolina University

Levin, James H; Ast Director; Law; Juris Doctor; Northeastern University

Levine, Lori Jill; Prof, Adjunct; Law
Lewis, Michael Robert: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; City of Hope Graduate School of Biological Sciences

Lewis, Timothy J: Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Lewis, Trudy Lynne: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago

Lewis Saidi, Janet Lynn: Prof, Asoc Prof; Practice; Journalism; Master’s University College, London

Li, Aigen: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Leiden University - The Netherlands

Li, Hao: Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Stevens Institute of Technology

Li, Yanguang: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Liang, Huichun: Lecturer; German & Russian Studies; Master’s; Governors State University

Likholetov, Vladislav A: Prof, Ast Resrch; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; St. Petersburg State University

Lim, Jong Ha: Prof, Ast; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Lim, Robert W: Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Lim, Teng Teh: Prof, Ast Extns; Ag Ext-Food Sci & Nutrition; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Lin, Chun Shin: Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Lin, Mengshi: Prof, Asoc; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Lin, Yuyi: Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Lindaman, Susan E: Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Lindbloom, Erik J: Prof, Asoc; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Northwestern University

Lindsey, Candace Carlette: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; The University of Texas

Linhardt, Richard D: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Food Science; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Linville, Michael Lynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources

Lipton, Emma E: Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Liscum III, Emmanuel: Dean, Asoc; Dean of Graduate School; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Lising, Michael J: Instructor, Adjunct; Art; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Litovsky, Helen: Prof, Ast Teach; Finance; Master of Business Admin; San Francisco State University

Little, Edward Ellis: Resrch Asoc; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences

Littlefield, Amelia Elizabeth: Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Master’s; University of Missouri

Littlepage, Farrah Sue: Lecturer; International programs; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Litton, Paul J: Prof, Asoc; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Liu, Mian: Prof, Curators; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Liu, Shan-Lu: Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Lo, Clarence Y: Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Loehr, John Erik: Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Loesing, Cathie Shook: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; eMINTS National Center; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Logan, Emily Nicole: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri State University

Logan, Stephanie Ann: Prof, Ast Adjunct; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lombardo, Stephen J: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Long, Tahna Brook: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Lopes, Marco Aurelio: Veterinarian, Residnt; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery

Lorenzen, Carol L: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Lorson, Christian Lawrence: Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lowery, Lea Ann: Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master’s; University of Missouri

Lowry, Karen Eileen: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Lovalkia, Sudarshan Kumar: Professor; Particulate Research Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Lubahn, Dennis Bryant: Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Lucchesi, Kathryn Renee: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Ludlam, Julianne Gray: Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Alliant International University

Lupo, Anthony R: Professor; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Lyon, Sally Beth: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Lyon IV, James F: Prof, Ast Teach; School of Music; Master of Arts; Louisiana State University
Lyons, Jesse John; Extension Asoc; Animal Science; Master’s; University of Missouri

Ma, Hongbin; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Ma, Lixin; Prof, Asoc; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Copenhagen

Mabary, Judith A; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

MacGregor, Cynthia Jane; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

MacLeod, Kenneth G; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Macfarlian, Shane J; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Anthropology

Mack, Carolyn A; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master’s; University of Missouri

Macke, Eric James; Prof, Ast Visiting; Naval Science

Maddi III, Charles V; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Maddux, Scott D; Prof, Ast Teach; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Maggard, Bryan S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Maguffee, Sarah Ross; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Michigan

Maher, Mary Carol; Prof, Ast Teach; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Mahir, Zaid Numan; Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Baghdad

Mahler, Emily M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Science; Western Illinois University

Majee, Wilson; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Major, Marci Lynn; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Central State University

Makarov, Konstantin A; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Leningrad State University

Makarova, Marina Alexandrovna; Instructor; Adjunct; Mathematics; Master of Physics; Leningrad State University

Malfatti-Rachell, Gabrielle; Director; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Mallams, Robert D; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Continuing Education & Outreach; Doctor of Architecture; Saint Louis University

Mandy, David M; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Manfra II, Louis Paul; Prof, Ast; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; George Mason University

Mann, Fred Anthony; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University

Mann, James B; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master’s; University of Missouri

Manring, Noah; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Mantra, Murali Krishna; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Mantra, Suryamani; Instructor, Adjunct; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Manzo, Angelo A; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; The University of Texas at Austin

Manzo, Erica France; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Maras, Melissa Ann; Prof, Ast; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Miami University

Marcos Llunas, Monica; Prof, Asoc Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Education; Universitat de les Illes Balears

Marinova, Detelina Christova; Prof, Asoc; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Market, Patrick S; Professor; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Markie, Peter Joseph; Prof, Curator Teach; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Marks, Raymond D; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Markward, Martha J; Prof, Asoc; Social Work; Doctor of Education; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Marling, Garet Joe; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Marlo, Michael Robert; Prof, Ast; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Marra, Rose M; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Marrero, T R; Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Mars, Mary Elizabeth; Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Marshall, Brandon J; Instructor, Adjunct; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Marshall, Jody M; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Martens, Matthew P; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Martin, Alison Tharp; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean - Medical Education

Martin, Barbara Nell; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Martin, Carol Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Business Admin; Northwest Missouri State University
Martin, Dana Elizabeth; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Science; Andrews University

Martin, Gregg Dale; Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Martin, Kimberly Danielle; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Martin, Linda Louise; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master's; University of Central Missouri

Martin, Mark E; Prof, Asoc; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi Medical Center

Martin, Thomas A; Prof, Clincl; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Psychology

Martin Kratzer, Renee Ann; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; University of Missouri

Martinez, Rebecca Gilda; Prof, Ast; Women’s & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Martinez-Lemus, Luis Arturo; Prof, Asoc; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Maruniak, Joel; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Marvin, Charles W; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Maschmann, Matthew R; Prof, Ast; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr

Maschmann, Matthew R; Prof, Ast; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr

Mashhoon, Bahram; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Maslar, David A; Prof, Ast Visiting; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Mason, Debra L; Director; Ctr for Religion, Prof & Public; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio University

Masseau, Isabelle; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Université de Montréal

Massey, Raymond E; Prof, Extns; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Mast, Megan Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Masters, William S; Instructor, Adjunct; Civil/Environmental Engr

Materer, Timothy John; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Mathews, Michelle C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Matiszew, Timothy C; Prof, Ast; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Matondo, Antoine N; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Mauldin, Elaine G; Prof, Asoc; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Maurer, Brian David; Prof, Ast Teach; German & Russian Studies; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Mawhinney, Thomas Patrick; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Albany Medical College

Mayer, Joy Mathis; Prof, Asoc Profil Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; The University of Oklahoma

Mazurek, Micah Osborne; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Mazza, Joseph Michael; Prof, Ast Visiting; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

McAllister, Karen Alicia; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci

McAllister, Richard Murray; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York

McBee-Black, Kerri Beth; Instructor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Master's; University of Missouri

McCaffrey, Kimberly A; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Master’s; University of Missouri

McCann, Laura M; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

McCarthy, Denis Michael; Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

McCathren, Rebecca; Prof, Asoc; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

McClellan, Andrew D; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

McClure, Bruce A; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

McCombs, Amy S; Prof, Profil Practice; Journalism

McConaghy, Kyle A; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

McCord, Cynthia Lee; Instructor; Mathematics; Master of Science

McCormick, Gary Paul; Prof, Ast Teach; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

McCray, Thomas Rex; Instructor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

McCrary, Mark Edward; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; Master of Music; University of North Texas

McCune, Lornaïda M; Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's; University of Missouri

McDaniel, Roxanne W; Dean, Asoc; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

McDaniels, Robert M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Planning Placement Ctr; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

McDonald, Kerry S; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Marquette University

McElroy, Jan J; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; Rocky Mountain University of Health Professionals

McFadden, Thomas B; Director; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
McGarvey, Ronald Glenn: Prof, Ast; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
McGuire, Richard T: Psychologist; Intercollegiate Athletics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
McIntosh, Mark Alan: Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
McIntosh, Renae Lynn: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; DePaul University
McIntosh, Timothy S: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Business
McKarns, Susan Carol: Prof; Ast; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
McKean, Michael L: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Rice University
McKee, Adryan Marc: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Fine Arts; University of Houston
McKendry, Anne Leslie: Prof, Asoc; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Manitoba
McKenney, William Thomas: Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester
McKinney, Mitchell S: Prof, Asoc; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas
McKinstry, Megan Louise: Prof, Ast Teach; German & Russian Studies; Master’s; University of Washington
McLay, Barbara: Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master’s; The University of Iowa
McMullen, Larry L: Prof, Adjunct; Law
McMullen, Michael D: Prof, Adjunct; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
McNeill, Brian J: Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism
McSteen, Paula Catherine: Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Anglia Polytechnic University
Mcanulty, Patrick James: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Meadows, Richard L: Prof, Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M University
Mehroff, Wayne Arthur: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Meisenbach, Rebecca J: Prof, Asoc; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Melnyk, Andrew: Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; Oxford University
Melnyk, Julie A: Prof, Ast Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Mendenhall, Denice L: Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse
Mendez, Carlos A: Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Bachelor’s; California State University, Fullerton
Mendez Babcock, Erica Chong: Prof, Ast/Prof/Prfct; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri
Mendoza, Maria Del: Prof, Ast; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Mendoza-Cozati, David Guillermo: Prof, Ast; Life Sciences Center
Menifield, Charles E: Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm
Merideth, Kelsy L: Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri
Merkle, Edgar C: Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Central State University
Mescher, Kelsey Elizabeth: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Volunteers
Messner, Phillip Eugene: Prof, Adjunct; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Mestres, Jaime Lynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Metcal -Wilson, Kristin: Prof, Ast Teach; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse
Meyer, Allison Marie: Prof, Ast; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Dakota State University
Meyer, Donald George: Instructor, Adjunct; Marketing; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri - St. Louis
Meyer, Seth: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Meyers, William H: Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Miceli, Paul: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Middelkoop, Timothy: Prof, Ast Teach; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr
Middleton, John R: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University
Middleton, Kevin M: Prof, Asoc; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University
Miernyk, Jan Andrew: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University
Mihail, Jeanne Denyse: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona
Milanick, Mark: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Miles, Randall J: Prof, Asoc; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Milescu, Lorin Silviu: Prof, Ast; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York
Milescu, Mirela: Prof, Ast; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York
Miller, James Isaac: Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Rice University
Miller, James Madison: Professor; Theatre; Master’s; The University of Southern Mississippi
Miller, Kathleen K; Prgm Director; TSPA Rural Policy Rsrch Inst; Master of Science; The Pennsylvania State University

Miller, Kerby Alonzo; Prof, Curators; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Miller, Louise; Prof, Teach; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Miller, William H; Resrch Scientist/Academic Sr; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Miller Jr, Dennis K; Prof, Asoc; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Miller Jr, Gerald Leo; Prof, Ast; Plant Sciences

Miller Struttmann, Nicole Elizabeth; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Mills, Rilla Dean; Dean; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Millsbaugh, Joshua J; Professor; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Miyyo, Jeffrey Dennis; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Minor, Marian Adams; Emeritus; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Minta, Michael David; Prof, Ast; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Minturn, Neil B; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Mintz, Laurie Beth; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Misfeldt, Michael Lee; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Mitchell, Barbara S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Special Education

Mitchell, Karen Kay; Prof, Ast/Proff Pract; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri

Mitchell, Sarah Nichole; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Mitchell, Simon D; Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Pennsylvania

Mitchum, Melissa Goellner; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Mitrea, Dorina Irena; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Mitrea, Marius; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Carolina

Miyamoto, Peter Marc; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Moen, Daryl R; Professor; Journalism; Master’s; University of Minnesota

Moesel, Douglas D; Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Mohan, Rajiv Ravindra; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Lucknow University

Monnier, Nicole M; Prof, Asoc Teach; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Monroe, Heidi Marie; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Monson, Michael J; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Montfrooiij, Wouter Theodorus; Prof, Asoc; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Delft University of Technology

Montgomery Smith, Stephen; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cambridge University

Moore, Cecil P; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Moore, Joi L; Prof, Asoc; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Moore, Kevin C; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Moore, Kim D; Lecturer; Special Education

Moore, Megan Elizabeth; Prof, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Moore, Phyllis A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Accountancy; Master of Business Admin; Northwest Missouri State University

Morales, Erica M; Prof, Ast; Sociology

Morales, Rosa Marusia; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Bachelor's; University of California, Berkeley

Morawitz, Elizabeth Anne; Prof, Ast; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Moreno-Pardo, Maria De; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Science; Azusa Pacific University

Morgan, John Mark; Prof, Asoc; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Morgan, Ralph Speer; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Mori, Anatole; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Morpurgo, Carlo; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Morrey, Christopher Anthony; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Morris, Ed F; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Morris, Mary Michelle; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Morrow, Sally Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ctr for Religion,Prof & Public; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Morse, Wayne Lewis; Instructor; Military Science; Associate; Central Texas College

Mosel, Alison Beth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Bachelor's Degree - 2nd entry; Dakota Wesleyan University
Moss, Kathryn Sue; Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri

Motavalli, Peter P; Professor; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Moulaison, Heather L; Prof, Ast; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey

Moures, Rebecca May; Fellow, Post Doctoral; English; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Moxley, David E; Instructor, Clincl; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master of Library Science; University of Missouri

Mrutu, Agnes; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Muech, James Frederick; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Mueser, Peter; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Muller, Virginia Lee; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Master’s; University of Missouri

Munn, Michael Robert; Prof, Ast; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy

Muratore, Mary Jo; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Murdie, Amanda Marie; Prof, Ast; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Murillo, Maria Daveiva; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Bachelor’s; Universidad Mayor De San Andre

Murphy, Lindsey Marie; Instructor, Adjunct; Human Devl & Family Studies

Murphy, Michelle Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Master of Education; Azusa Pacific University

Murray, Kathy A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri

Musser, Dale Roy; Prof, Asoc Teach; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Mustapha, Azlin; Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Muzika, Rosemarie; Professor; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Myers, Anne Marie; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Myers, Bridget Crowley; Prof, Ast Resrch; Institute of Public Policy

Myers, Mary A; Prof, Asoc Teach; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Myrick, Rebecca Diane; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Nabelek, Peter I; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Stony Brook University, The State University of New York

Nagel, Steven Ray; Instructor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Master of Science; Fresno State University

Nagel, Susan Carol; Prof, Asoc; Ob, Gyn & Women’s Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nagy, Dusty Weaver; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nair, Satish S; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Naveh-Benjamin, Esther; Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences; Master’s; Eastern Michigan University

Naveh-Benjamin, Moshe; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Neal, Steven Phelps; Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Neier, Leigh P; Prof, Ast Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s; University of Missouri

Neitz, Mary Jo; Professor; Women’s & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Nell, Amanda E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Planning Placement Ctr; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Michigan

Nelson, Donald A; Instructor, Adjunct; Health Mgmt & Informatics

Nemmers, Charles J; Prgm Director; Civil/Environmental Engr

Nejuahr, Joyce Sharon; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master’s; University of Missouri

Nevalga, Jeimmie Deguzman; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Newcomer, Lori L; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Newman, Carol Dell; Prof, Asoc; Law

Newton, Kathleen J; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Newton, Nathan J; Prof, Ast; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Nguyen, Henry Thien; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nguyen, Son Thengoc; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Nguyen, Vu Hoai; Instructor, Adjunct; Public Health Program; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ni, Xiaoguang; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Nicerwarmer, Daniel Scott; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Nickell, Glenda; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Missouri

Nieman, Mark D; Prof, Ast; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Nilon, Charles H; Professor; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York
Nimsakont, Emily Elizabeth; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Noble, James Stewart; Professor; Industrial/Manage Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Noltie, Douglas B; Prof, Asoc; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Western Ontario

Nunnally, William Charles; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Nye, Michael P; Lecturer; Missouri Review; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri - St. Louis

O’Brien, Dennis; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

O’Brien, Michael John; Dean; Dean of Arts & Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

O’Doherty, Michael S; Prof, Ast; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

O’Neal, Thomas John; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Obrien, David J; Professor; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Occena, Luis G; Prof, Asoc; Industrial/Manage Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Oconnell, Robert M; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

O'Connor, Erin K; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Odem, Zackery Wayne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri

Oesterly, Jeanette Ann; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master of Arts; Webster University

Offutt, Cheryl Ann; Prof, Ast Teach; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Oh, Seung-Ly; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Okamura, Lawrence; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Oker, Patricia; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Okonkwo, Christopher; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Oliver, Gina M; Prof, Ast Clincl; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Oliver, Richard Edward; Dean; Health Professions; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Oliveri, Rigel Christine; Prof, Asoc; Law; Juris Doctor; Stanford University

Oneill, Susan E; Prof, Ast Clincl; Psychological Sciences

Ong, Soon Keong; Prof, Ast; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Orbann, Carolyn Marie; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's Degree - 1st entry; California State University, Chico

Orford, Ricki M; Director; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Coventry University

Orr, Brandon Harrell; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Honors College

Orschein, Jennifer Marie; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci

Orschein, Michael S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Texas Tech University

Orton, Sarah Lynn; Prof, Ast; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Osterlin, Steven J; Prof Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Ostrow, Jill; Prof, Asoc Teach; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; The University of Maine

Otabela Mewolo, Joseph Desire; Prof, Ast Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; UNED - Madrid (Spain)

Otrok, Christopher M; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Otten, Samuel J; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Otto, Donna C; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Master's; University of Missouri

Ousterhout, Brittany H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Dartmouth College

Overby, Leroy Marvin; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma

Ozias, John Peter; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Success Center; Specialist of Education; University of Central Missouri

Packard, Kerri S; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Packard, Raymond Dean; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Padgett, Stephanie Ann; Prof, Ast/Proffl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; College of William and Mary

Pai, P Frank; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Palaniappan, Kannappan; Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Palermo, Francisco; Prof, Ast Teach; Human Devl & Family Studies

Pallardy, Stephen Gerard; Emeritus; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Palmer, Craig T; Prof, Asoc; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Palmer, Mark Henry; Prof, Ast; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma

Palonsky, Stuart Barry; Emeritus; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Panchanathan, Karthik; Prof, Ast; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Pang, Michael Man; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of London

Pantaleo, Jarrod A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Pape, Kristen Tara; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Parcell, Joseph L; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Parker, Sara Wing; Instructor, Clini; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Bachelor's; University of Missouri

Parker-Oliver, Debra Rae; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Parrish, Alan Ray; Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Parshall, Timothy H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Parsons, Jean L; Prof, Asoc; Textile and Apparel Mgmt

Pasco, Rebecca Jeanne; Lecturer, Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Emporia State University

Pasley, Jeffrey L; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Patterson, David J; Professor; Ag Ext-Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Patterson, Erika Kristin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Patterson, Heather McKenzie; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; Master of Music; Michigan State University

Paukert, Craig Patrick; Prof, Asoc Cooperative; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; South Dakota State University

Pearce, Ibitola; Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Pearce, Jacqueline Winona; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Saskatchewan

Pearsall, Deborah Marie; Emeritus; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Peck, Scott C; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Peculis, Brenda A; Prof, Asoc; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Pellegrin, Richard Scott; Prof; Ast Visiting; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Pennella, Mario A; Prof, Ast Teach; Agriculture Biochemistry

Pennington, Delilah; Prof, Ast Clini; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; The University of Tennessee - Memphis

Pereira, Raynolde; Prof, Asoc; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Perez Anzaldo, Guadalupe; Prof, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Perfield II, James W; Instructor, Adjunct; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-AGR; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Perkins, M Paulina; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; International programs; Master of Arts; University of Central Missouri

Perna, Leslie; Professor; School of Music; Master's; Boston University

Perreault, Charles; Prof, Ast; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Perry Jr, Earnest Lee; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Peters, Clark M; Prof, Ast; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Peters, Sara Jean; Prof; Ast Visiting; Communication; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Peters Jr, Philip G; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of California, Berkeley

Peterson, Catherine A; Prof, Asoc; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Petrik, Bethany Michelle; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Fine Arts; University of Memphis

Petrocik, John R; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Petroski, Gregory F; Prof; Ast Resrch; Medical Research Office; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Petty, Dix Hayes; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Pfeiffer, Peter; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

Pfeifer, Therese M; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Pfeiffer, Ferris Michael; Prof, Ast; Orthopaedic Surgery

Phillips, Charlotte L; Prof, Asoc; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Phillips, Lorraine June; Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Phillips, Lynelle Mae; Instructor; Public Health Program; Registered Nurse

Phillips, Ronald G; Prof, Asoc; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Architecture; University of Michigan

Phillips, Thomas E; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Phillips, Walter Ray; Prof; Adjunct; Law; Juris Doctor; Emory University

Phillips, Winfred George; Prof, Asoc Teach; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Phipps, Anita Diane; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master's; University of Northern Colorado
Piasecki, Thomas M; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Pierce, Vern L; Prof, Asoc Extns; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Pigg, Kenneth E; Emeritus; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Pinhero, Patrick Joseph; Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Pinnow, Rachel J; Dean; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Georgia

Pintel, David J; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Piper, Karen L; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Pires, Joseph C; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Pithua, Patrick; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Pivovarov, Peter; Prof, Ast; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alberta

Placier, Peggy; Prof, Asoc Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Podgursky, Michael J; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Polacco, Joseph Carmine; Emeritus; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Polo Parada, Luis; Prof, Asoc; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Poock, Scott Ervin; Prof, Asoc Extns; Extension Vet Med; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Wisconsin

Poor, Joel C; Prof, Asoc Teach; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Popejoy, Lori L; Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Popescu, Mihail; Prof, Asoc; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Porter, Michael Joseph; Prof, Asoc; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Portman, Julie Anne; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Potochnick, Stephanie Rodriguez; Prof, Ast; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm

Pourney, Matthew K; Prgm Director; Dean of Agriculture; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Powell, Laura; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Otolaryngology; Master of Science; Fontbonne College

Powers, Lisa Jo; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Prager, Bradley J; Prof, Asoc; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Prasad, Amit; Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Prasad, Srirupa; Prof, Ast; Women's & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Prather, Randall S; Prof, Curators; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Pratt, Pamela Drew; Instructor, Adjunct; Public Health Program

Prelas, Mark Antonio; Professor; Nuclear Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Presberg, Charles D; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Presser, Nan R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Prestigiacomo, Carl Christopher; Prof, Asoc Teach; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Price, Nancy Ann; Instructor; International programs; Master's; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Proskocil, Randy J; Instructor, Adjunct; Parks Recreation & Tourism

Prost, Evan; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Physical Therapy; A.T. Still University

Pullis, Michael; Dean, Asoc; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Putnam, Darcie L; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's; University of Missouri

Qin, Zhenbo; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Columbia University

Qiu, Jing; Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Quackenbush, Stephen Lee; Prof, Asoc; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Quinn, Thomas P; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Quirk, Thomas Vaughan; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Rabeni, Charles Francis; Prof, Adjunct; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Maine

Radulescu, Alexandru Viorel; Prof, Ast; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Raedeke, Maurine Darling; Prof, Ast Teach; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ragland, Ellie; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Randall, Douglas D; Emeritus; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Randall, Linda Lea; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Randolph, Jena K; Lecturer; Special Education
Rangaraj, Dharanipathy; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Nuclear Engineering

Rantz, Marilyn J; Prof, Curators; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Rasch, Martha E; Instructor, Clincl; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Rathert, Cheryl; Prof, Ast; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Ratneshwar, Srinivasan; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

Rautman, Marcus; Professor; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Ravert, Russell Douglas; Prof, Asoc; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Ravosa, Matthew Jordan; Prof, Adjunct; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Ray, Bimal Kumar; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Calcutta - India

Raymon, Neil A; Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Read, David T; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Read, Sarah J; Prof, Adjunct; Law

Reardon, Erica Richelle; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Rector, Randy S; Prof, Ast; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Reddy, Chada Sudershan; Prof, Asoc; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi

Redohl, Sarah Margaret; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Reed, Katherine Trimarco; Prof, Asoc Profl Practice; Journalism; Master’s; Hollins College

Reed, Rita; Prof, Profl Practice; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri

Reed, Robert Edward; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Water Resource Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Reed, Shannon Kelly; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Reeder, Linda S; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey

Rees, David L; Prof, Profl Practice; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri

Reese, James W; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Animal Science; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; California State University, Fullerton

Reese, Lori Kathryn; Instructor; English; Master of Fine Arts; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Reeser, Cynthia S; Prof, Ast Teach; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; University of Kentucky

Reeves, Hannah R; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Reeves, Randy A; Prof, Asoc Profl Practice; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri

Reilly, Thomas James; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborate; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Reinders, Gretchen Mary; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Reinero, Carol Rose; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Reinke, Wendy M; Prof, Asoc; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Retzloff, David George; Prof, Asoc; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Reuben, Richard C; Professor; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Reustle, Lindsay Anne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science

Revelle, Sara M; Instructor, Clincl; School of Nursing; Master’s; University of Missouri

Reynia, Ivan Roberto; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Reys, Barbara Bestgen; Prof, Curators; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rice, Donald S; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; California State University, Fullerston

Richins, Marsha L; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Richmond, Andrew P; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Master of Business Admin; Southeastern Louisiana University

Richter, Mary Miller; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Riek, James V; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri Southern State University

Rielley, David F; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; New Student Programs; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of South Carolina

Ries, Lawrence D; Prof, Asoc Teach; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rikoon, James S; Dean, Asoc; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Riley, Lela K; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Riley, Shari Lynn; Instructor, Clincl; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Riley-Tillman, Timothy Christopher; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University

Ritts, Wen Wang; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Research Core Facilities; Master of Engineering; Xian Jiao Tong University
Rivera, Rocio Melissa; Prof, Ast; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Robbins, Hannah Elizabeth; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Robbins, Philip Alexander; Prof, Asoc; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Robert, Christopher A; Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Roberts, Craig; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Roberts, Elizabeth Anne; Prof, Ast Visiting; School of Music; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Southern California

Roberts, Robert Michael; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Oxford University

Roberts, Ruth Ann; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Roberts, Tina; Instructor, Adjunct; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Robertson, Brian Kendall; Instructor; Bioengineering; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Robertson, John D; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Robinson, Karen Margaret; Librarian III; Library; Master of Library Science; Emporia State University

Robinson, Richard David; Emeritus; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; The University of Georgia

Rodgers, Shelly Lanette; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rodriquez, Jason Leonard; Prof, Ast; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy

Rogers, Evelyn S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Missouri Review; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rogers, Steven Douglas; Prof, Ast; Military Science

Rogers Denham, Trudy Ann; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Rolfes, Ann Marie; Instructor, Clinici; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci

Rollins, Kathryn Lauren; Instructor, Clinici; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; Texas State University

Romero, Anna Marie; Prof, Asoc Profi Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; New Mexico State University

Ronci, Raymond C; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Rook, Mary Elizabeth; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s; University of Missouri

Rose, Amanda J; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Rose, Chad Allen; Prof, Ast; Special Education

Rose, Erica Catherine; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Rosenberg, Leah Alice; Prof, Ast Visiting; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Rosenberger, Amanda Elizabeth; Prof, Ast Cooperative; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences

Rosenblad, Brent Lyndon; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Rosene, John M; Prof, Asoc Teach; SHP/Athletic Training; Doctor of Physical Education; Springfield College

Rosenfeld, Cheryl S; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rostine, Ryan Anthony; Instructor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; Saint Louis University

Rota, Christopher T; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Master of Science; University of Florida

Roth, Luanne K; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master’s; University of California, Los Angeles

Rouder, Jeffrey N; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Rovetto, Michael J; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Rowe, Jennifer Lynn; Prof, Asoc Profi Practice; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri

Rubin, Leona Joyce; V Provost; Dean of Graduate School; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Rudy, Duane; Prof, Asoc; Human Devl & Family Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Ruffin, Clyde; Professor; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Ruppar, Todd M; Prof, Ast; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rutter, Sara B; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Ruzhitskaya, Lanika Yanovna; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ryan, Mark Russ; Prof, Curators; School of Natural Res Admin; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Ryan, Sarah Elizabeth; Prof, Ast Visiting; School of Music; Bachelor’s; University of Western Ontario

Ryan, Sharon A; Prof, Asoc Teach; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Rymph, Catherine E; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Saab, Youssef; Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Sable, Marjorie R; Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina

Sadler, Edward John; Prof, Adjunct; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Sadler, Troy D; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Florida

Saffran, Lisa Jeanne; Asoc Director; Public Health Program; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Safrenski, Timothy J; Prof, Asoc; Ag Ext-Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Safrenski, Trista Ann; Prof, Ast Teach; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Saggaiguit, Leo Contreras; Prof, Asoc; School of Music

Sale, Elizabeth W; Prof, Asoc Resrch; MIMH-Research & Evaluation

Salim, Hani A; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; West Virginia University

Salinardi, Jayme; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law

Salzer, William L; Prof, Clinical Dept; Medicine-Infectious Diseases; Doctor of Medicine; University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey

Sampson, Charles L; Emeritus; Truman School of Pub Afrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Sampson, Cheryl L; Prof, Asoc; Art; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Sanchez, Olman L; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Sandone, Jacquelyn; Prof, Ast Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Master’s; University of Missouri

Sandvol, Eric A; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; New Mexico State University

Sandy, Shastri Stefan; Prof, Ast; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Sapp, Lesley Jeanne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP for International Programs

Sarafianos, Stefanos; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgetown University

Satpathy, Sashi; Prof, Curators; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Sattenspiel, Lisa; Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Sauer III, Gordon C; Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master of Fine Arts; Columbia University

Savvidou, Paola; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Wisconsin

Sayers, Stephen P; Prof, Asoc; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Scanlon, Thomas C; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Schachtman, Todd R; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Binghampton University, The State University of New York

Schadt, James C; Prof, Asoc; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Schaefer, Julie Marie; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Schaefer, Susan Degginger; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master’s; St. Mary University

Schaffer, Jennifer M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Schart, Peter C; Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Schatten, Heide; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; KR University Heidelberg

Schatz, Enid Joy; Prof, Asoc; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Scheer, Lisa K; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Scheese, Lisa Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Business Admin; Stephens College

Scheidinger, Ronald Dean; Specialist; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Master of Agriculture; University of Missouri

Scheller, Brock Harris; Prof, Ast Visiting; Naval Science

Scheneman, Mary Ann; Prof, Ast Clincl; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master’s; University of Virginia

Schenker, David Joseph; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Scherer, Laura Danielle; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Scherer II, Roger D; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Schibig, Monica Ann; Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Fontbonne University

Schick, Carol Anne; Prof, Ast Teach; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Schiffbauer, James D; Prof, Ast; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Schliemper, Kristel Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean

Schmid, Sasha Ayn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; The University of Iowa

Schmidt, Francis John; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Schmidt, Olaf; Prof, Ast Teach; German & Russian Studies; Master’s; Humboldt University, Berlin

Schmidt Clay, Kelly Michele; Prof, Ast Adjunct; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Schmiedt, Gertrud Elisabeth; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master’s; University of Missouri

Schnatterly, Karen Ann; Prof, Asoc; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Schneider, Catherine Marie; Instructor, Adjunct; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Schneider, Leslie Ann; Prof, Adjunct; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Schnell, Jennifer Dianna: Instructor, Adjunct; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Schneller, Jacqueline M: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Master of Social Work; University of Arkansas

Schneller, John T: Prof, Asoc Prof/Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Schnitzer, Patricia G: Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Schoelz, James E: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Scholes, Roberta J: Prof, Teach; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Schoplin, Susan Murray: Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Schrader, Michael E: Instructor, Adjunct; Management; Master of Business Administration; William Woods University

Schramm, David G: Prof, Asoc; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Doctor of Philosophy; Auburn University

Schul, Johannes: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Philippus-University, Germany

Schultz, John Charles: Director; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Schultz, Loren G: Prof, Asoc Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Kansas State University

Schulz, David J: Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Schulz, Laura Clamon: Prof; Ast; Ob, Gyn & Women’s Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Schumacher, Edward Joseph: Instructor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; Saint Louis University

Schumacher, Leon George: Professor; Agric Systems Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Schwain, Kristin A: Prof; Asoc; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Schwartz, Richard B: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Schwarz, Benyamin: Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Scogin, Joseph M: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Scott, Grant J: Prof, Ast Resrch; Center Geospatial Intelligence; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Scott, James K: Director; International programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Scott, Jessica Rae: Resrch Asoc; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Scott, Joseph Brian: Lecturer; International programs; Master’s; University of Missouri

Scott, Rebecca R: Prof, Asoc; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz

Scroggs, Catherine Cox: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VC Student Affairs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Sebacher, Mary C: Prof, Ast Clinci; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; University of Missouri

Sebastian, Jimmy: Prof, Ast; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Segal, Steven S: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Segert, Ines L: Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Segert, Jan: Prof, Asoc; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Seitz, Christine O: Prof, Asoc Teach; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Seitz, Paul Thomas: Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Selting, Bonita R: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Campus Writing Program; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Selting, Kimberly Anne: Prof, Asoc Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master’s; Colorado State University

Semlitsch, Raymond: Prof, Curators; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Sengupta, Shramik: Prof, Asoc; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Senter, David A: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Iowa State University

Serna, Pablo Andres: Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Master of Laws; Universidad de Caldas

Serota, Susan B: Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Master’s; University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Setzer, David R: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Sewell, Thomas Dan: Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Sexten, William Justin: Prof, Ast; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Shaffer, Travis L: Prof, Ast Teach; Art; Master of Arts; University of Kentucky

Shaffer, Victoria A: Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Shahan, Victoria: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Human Env Sci; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Shang, Yi: Professor; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Shanks, Patti A: Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Shannon, Donald Kent: Extns Professional; Northeast Region-ANR; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Shannon, James Grover: Professor; Plant Sciences
Shannon, Marcia Carlson; Professor; Ag Ext-Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Sharma, Krishna; Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; Mysore University
Sharpe, Paul R; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sharp, Rex L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Science; Michigan Technological University
Sharp, Robert E; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Lancaster, UK
Sharpe, Deanna L; Prof, Asoc; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Shaver, Jason Thomas; Lecturer; International programs
Shaw, Kenneth William; Prof, Asoc; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin
Shaw, Meredith Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Shaw, Richard Franklin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Shay, Robert S; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Sheehan, John Joseph; Instructor, Adjunct; Accountancy; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri - St. Louis
Sheerman, Julie Martin; Lecturer; Mizzou Online
Sheldon, Melanie S; Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University
Shelton, Kevin L; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin
Shenk, Mary Katherine; Prof, Ast; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Sher, Kenneth; Prof, Curators; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Shewdor Garcia, Hugo Alfonso; Instructor; Architectural Studies; Master of Architecture; University of Southern California
Shim, Hyojeong; Scholar, Visiting; VP for International Programs; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Hankuk University of Foreign Studies
Shiu, Patrick Ka; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of British Columbia
Shonekan, Stephanie Uku; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Shukla, Shivendra D; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Liverpool
Shyu, Chi Ren; Professor; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Siegel, Marcelle Arra; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Sievert, Donald Edward; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Sievert, MaryEllen Cullinan; Emeritus; Info Science & Learning Tech
Sill, Gerald M; Prof, Adjunct; Health Mgmt & Informatics
Silverman, Lewis Phillip; Instructor; Chemistry; Master’s; The University of Georgia
Silvey, Brian Ashley; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas
Silvey, Stanley R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics
Simmons, Juanita Marie; Prof, Asoc; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Simoes, Eduardo J; Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Medicine; Universidade De Pernambuco
Simons, Amy B; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri
Simonsen, Jon Christian; Prof, Ast; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Sims, Wendy L; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University
Singh, Raghvendra; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Parks Recreation & Tourism
Sipe, Daniel A; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Sipocz, Ashley Elece; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri
Sir, Mustafa Yasar; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Sisikoglu, Esra; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Sites, Robert William; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University
Skinner, Jeremy B; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York
Skubic, Marjorie; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Skyberg, Jerod Alan; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; North Dakota State University
Slane, Kathleen W; Professor; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; Bryn Mawr College
Slansky, Barry; Prof, Ast Adjunct; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Slivka, Judd; Prof, Ast/Profl Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Sliutke, Wendy S; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Smale, Robert Leland; Prof, Asoc; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Smeda, Reid J; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith, A Mark</td>
<td>Prof, Curators; History</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin - Madison</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Belinda Ann</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach; Learning Teaching &amp; Curriculum</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Charles J</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc; Radiology</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Radiology</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Diane L</td>
<td>Prof, Ast; SHP/Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Douglas Earl</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Mechanical &amp; Aerospace Engr</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Mechanical &amp; Aerospace Engr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Gary Lee</td>
<td>Emeritus; VP Enrollment Management</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, George P</td>
<td>Prof, Curators; Biological Science</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Joshua T</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts &amp; Science; Master's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Arts &amp; Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Kibby L</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts &amp; Science; Master's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>Framingham State College</td>
<td>Arts &amp; Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Kimberley Kathleen</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching &amp; Curriculum; Master's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Leonard Daryl</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach; Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Michael Fielding</td>
<td>Professor; Animal Science</td>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td>Animal Science</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Pamela</td>
<td>Instructor, Clinic; School of Nursing; Master's</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Randall Darby</td>
<td>Prof, Profi Practice; Journalism</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Frigerio, Sarah Michelle</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>Washington University</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Parris, Penny Jane</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach; English; Master's</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelkien, Deborah Sue</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Advancement; Master of Arts</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Advancement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow, Donald B</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Teach; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts</td>
<td>The University of Southern Mississippi</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snyder, Paula M</td>
<td>Lecturer; International programs</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>International programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sohn, MyungHee</td>
<td>Prof, Ast; Textile and Apparel Mgmt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solbrevken, Gary L</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Teach; Mechanical &amp; Aerospace Engr</td>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
<td>Mechanical &amp; Aerospace Engr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solbrevken, Yvonne E</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Learning Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon, Cameron Bernard</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Ed Leadership &amp; Pol Analysis</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Ed Leadership &amp; Pol Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommer, Richard C</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Health Mgmt &amp; Informatics; Master's</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Health Mgmt &amp; Informatics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonderman, Barbara S</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song, Qisheng</td>
<td>Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
<td>Plant Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song, Sung Sook</td>
<td>Prof, Ast; Textile and Apparel Mgmt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soria Lopez, Maria Del</td>
<td>Prof, Ast; Romance Languages &amp; Literature; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Romance Languages &amp; Literature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowa, Grzegorz</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowers, Linda Franz</td>
<td>Instructor, Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Bachelor's</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaeder, Nancy J</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Communication</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Jimmy N</td>
<td>V Provost; VP Undergraduate Studies</td>
<td>Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
<td>Undergraduate Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spade Smith, Laurie Elizabeth</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master of Education</td>
<td>Lesley College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speck, Angela Karen</td>
<td>Professor; Physics</td>
<td>University College, London</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckman, Karon F</td>
<td>Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckman, Paul L</td>
<td>Professor; Statistics</td>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spece, Marcia L</td>
<td>Professor; School of Music</td>
<td>University of North Texas</td>
<td>School of Music</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer, James Joseph</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperber, Jonathan</td>
<td>Prof, Curators; History</td>
<td>The University of Chicago</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperry, Ashton T</td>
<td>Prof, Ast Visiting; Philosophy</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spier, Donald E</td>
<td>Professor; Animal Science</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>Animal Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer, Gordon Kent</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc; Computer Science</td>
<td>The Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squire, Peverill</td>
<td>Professor; Political Science</td>
<td>University of California, Berkeley</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivasan, Hema</td>
<td>Professor; Mathematics</td>
<td>Brandeis University</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabenow, Troy Kurt</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc Adjunct</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey, Gary</td>
<td>Professor; Life Sciences Center</td>
<td>The University of Texas at Austin</td>
<td>Life Sciences Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack, Mary Sharon</td>
<td>Prof, Adjunct; Path &amp; Anat Sci-Anatomic Path</td>
<td>University of Louisville</td>
<td>Path &amp; Anat Sci-Anatomic Path</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy, Carl Christopher</td>
<td>Prof, Asoc; Path &amp; Anat Sci-Anatomic Path</td>
<td>The University of Oklahoma</td>
<td>Path &amp; Anat Sci-Anatomic Path</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Jr, James M</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty</td>
<td>Dean of Journalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staley, Robert Eric</td>
<td>Prof, Adjunct</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stallmann, Judith I; Professor; Social Sciences CD; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Stam, Antonie; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Stambaugh, Michael C; Prof, Ast Resrch; Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stamschror, Allison A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business

Stansfield, John J; Prof, Asoc Teach; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stanton, Anne R; Prof, Asoc; Art History & Classical Archae; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Stanton, Laura A; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Notre Dame

Starbuck, Christopher J; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Starks, Kimberly Renee; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Child Development Lab; Master of Education; William Woods University

Starr, Steven; Instructor, Clinic; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Stealey, Josephine; Professor; Art; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Steeg, Linsey Marinn; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Steffens, Brian L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Bowling Green State University

Steffens, Martha M; Prof, Profi Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; Indiana University

Stegmaier, Mary Ann; Prof, Ast Teach; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm

Steinhoff, Douglas Charles; Teacher, Cooperating; Physics; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Steinley, Douglas Lee; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Steinwachs, Marie E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Small Business Development Ctr; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri State University

Stelzer, Henry Ellis; Prof, Asoc; Ag Ext-Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Stemmle, Jonathan T; Prof, Ast/Profi Pract; Journalism; Master of Arts; Tje University of Arizona

Stephens, Joseph G; Dean, Ast; School of Business; Master of Business Admin; Washington University

Sterling, James; Prof, Profi Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Stern, Reuben Joseph; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Stevens, Jeffrey Duane; Instructor; Mathematics; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Missouri Western State University

Stevens, William Eugene; Prof, Extns; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Mississippi State University

Stevenson, Britney Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/ Occupational Therapy; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Stewart, Bob R; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Doctor of Education; University of Maryland

Stewart, George; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas

Sticht, Roger William; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Stichter, Janine Peck; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Still, Roger Lee; Prof, Adjunct; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Stober, Clintin P; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Stohr, Donna Umbach; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master of Arts; The Ohio State University

Stone, Bethany; Prof, Asoc Teach; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stoner, Wesley D; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Research Reactor

Storey, Pamela; Instructor, Lab; Human Devl & Family Studies; Master’s; University of Missouri

Stormont, Melissa; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Stover, Sandra Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Stowers, Lester Samuel; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Master’s; University of Missouri

Strathausen, Carsten; Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Strathman, Alan J; Prof, Teach; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Strickland, Donna G; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Strid, Marc B; Prgm Director; Dean of Agriculture; Master’s; University of Missouri

Strong, Stacie Ilene; Prof, Asoc; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford

Struble, Struby Kathleen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Life; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Stubbs, Sue; Prof, Ast Adjunct; School of Music; University of Missouri

Subasi, Musa; Prof, Ast; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Dallas

Sudduth, Kenneth Alan; Prof, Adjunct; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Suedmeyer, Kirk; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Sukys, Julija; Prof, Ast; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Sulko, Sara L; Lecturer; International programs

Summers, Gerald F; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Sun, Carlos Chung; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Sun, Dongchu; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Sun, Grace Y; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Sun, Jianguo; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

Suppes, Galen; Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Surdal, Julie Ann; Instructor, Clincl; SHP/Physical Therapy

Sutovsky, Peter; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Czech Academy of Sciences

Svoma, Bohumil M; Prof, Ast; Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci

Swafford, Scott Cunningham; Prof, Asoc Prof; Practice; Journalism; Bachelor’s; Northeast Missouri State University

Swanson, Mark Kenneth; Prof, Ast/Prof Pract; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Sweet, Eric; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Art; Master of Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Swenson, John; Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Swick, Marly A; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The American University--D.C.

Sykuta, Michael E; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Szekely, Eva Diana; Professor; School of Music; Master’s; The Juilliard School

Tabanelli, Roberta; Prof, Asoc; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Tager, David Stuart; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Takeda, Shuichiro; Prof, Ast; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Tan, Change; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Tan, Jinglu; Director; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Tanner, John J; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Tanner, Steven Dwight; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Tarkow, Theodore Alfred; Dean, Asoc; Dean of Arts & Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Tarr, James E; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Illinois State University

Tarrant, Jeffrey Matthew; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Tate, Ryan James; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism

Taub, Haskell; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Taub, Maria Quiroz; Instructor, Ast; Romance Languages & Literature; Master’s; Cornell University

Taylor, Jeremy F; Prof, Curators; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New England

Taylor, Kristen Hawkins; Prof, Ast; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Taylor, Molly Elizabeth; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Teegarden, Tyten C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism

Teixeiro Pernas, Maria Emma; Prof, Ast; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University Complutense Madrid-Spain

Tenkku, Leigh Ellen; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Terjung, Ronald L; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Terzopoulos, Amy Maxine; Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Tessman, Ronald K; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Teti, Michelle; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University

Tew, Patricia A; Prof, Asoc Clincl; SHP/Cardiopulmonary/Diag Sci; Master’s; Colorado State University

Tharp, Steven Michael; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Wichita State University

Thelen, Jay J; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thom, Karen Ann; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Thomas, Cathy; Prof, Ast; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Thomas, Ryan James; Prof, Ast; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Thombs, Lori Ann; Prof, Asoc; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Methodist University

Thompson, Aaron Mathew; Prof, Ast; Social Work

Thompson, Allen L; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Thompson, Carolyn Lynn; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Thompson, Dewey William; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Business Extn/CE; Bachelor’s Degree - 2nd entry; University of Missouri

Thompson, Donald Leo; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Thompson, Frank R; Prof, Asoc Cooperative; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thompson, Wyatt Warren; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thornton, Jessica Mercedes; Prof, Ast; Art; Master of Fine Arts; Washington University

Thorson, Esther L; Dean, Asoc; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Thullen, Matthew J; Prof, Ast; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Thyfault, John P; Prof, Asoc; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Tilley, James Benjamin; Instructor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; William Woods University

Timms, Kathy L; Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women’s Health; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Tipton, Peter A; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Tisher, Lori Jean; Instructor, Adjunct; Management; Master of Science; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Tofle, Ruth Brent; Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Tomlinson, James Leroy; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Minnesota

Tompson Jr, Robert V; Professor; Nuclear Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Townsend, Martha A; Prof, Asoc; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Trachtenberg, Ben Lev; Prof, Asoc; Law

Trauth, Kathleen M; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Trindade, Vitor Manuel; Prof, Asoc; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Trinklein, David Herbert; Prof, Asoc; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Triplett Jr, Gregory E; Prof, Asoc; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Trout, Dennis E; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Trull, Timothy J; Prof, Curators; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Tsai, Hui Hsien; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies

Tsika, Richard W; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Tsoi, Allanus Hakman; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alberta

Tuggle, Teresa Suzanne; Lecturer; International programs; Master of Arts; Oklahoma State University

Tummons, John D; Specialist; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Master’s; University of Missouri

Tummons, Martha Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Graduate School; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Central Missouri

Turban, Daniel B; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Tyler, Aurora Dawn; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Tyler, Lindsey Leigh; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station

Tyrer Jr, Harry Wakeley; Professor; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Tzou, Robert D; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Lehigh University

Ugarte, Michael; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Uhlmann, Jeffrey; Prof, Asoc; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford

Ulbrich, Sherri Lynn; Prof, Ast Clinicl; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ulrich, Carsten Andreas; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wurzburg, Germany

Underwood, Michael B; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Unger, Brent J; Chair, Asoc; Aerospace Studies; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Unrath, Kathleen; Prof, Asoc; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Upah, Jennifer R; Prof, Ast Teach; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Master’s; University of Houston

Uphoff, Rodney J; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Urban, Michael A; Prof, Asoc; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Valdivia, Corinne B; Prof, Asoc; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Valentine, Jerry Wayne; Emeritus; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Vallentyne, Peter L; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Van Doren, Steven R; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Van Dyke, James A; Prof, Asoc; Art History & Classical Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Van Eaton, Melinda Kaye; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri
Van Garderen-Anderson, Delinda; Prof, Asoc; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Miami
Van Pool, Christine I.; Prof, Asoc; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico
VanMarle, Kristy L.; Prof, Ast; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University
Vangelis, Linda; Prof, Ast Visiting; Communication
Vangilder, Larry D.; Resrch Asoc; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Vanpool, Todd Logan; Prof, Asoc; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico
Vansikke, Shelly D.; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Vardhanabhati, Bongkosh; Prof, Ast; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University
Varns, Curtis Wayne; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism
Vasko, Maria Vladimirovna; Instructor; Mathematics
Vaughn, Adrienne L.; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Vaught, David R.; Prof, Asoc Teach; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Veile, Steve Eric; Instructor, Adjunct; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri
Velazquez, Celso Raul; Prof, Asoc Clinc1 Dept; Medicine-Immunology & Rheumatol; Doctor of Medicine
Verbitisky, Igor; Prof, Curators; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Kazan State University, Russia
Vergauwe, Evie Annie; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Psychological Sciences
Verkamp, Laura Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs
Verkamp, Ryan Michael; Instructor, Adjunct; Accountancy; Master of Accounting; University of Missouri
Vessell, Danna; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Veum, Trygve Lauritz; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Vieira Potter, Victoria Jeanne; Prof, Ast; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES
Villamil Monroy, Astrid Milena; Prof, Ast Teach; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas
Vincent, Paul Leszek; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Natal, South Africa
Vinson, Daniel C.; Prof, Adjunct; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Virkler, Mark Robert; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Viswanath, Dabir Sriskantiah; Emeritus; Nuclear Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester
Vizzarri, Michael Alan; Prof, Visiting; Naval Science
Voelkl, Dawna Lynn; Prof, Ast Teach; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Cornell University
Vogelsmeier, Amy; Prof, Ast; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Vogelweid, Mary Catherine; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Volkert, Wynn A.; Emeritus; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Volkmann, Dietrich Hans; Prof, Clincl; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Volkmann, Mark J.; Emeritus; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Volz, Michael John; Prof, Ast Teach; German & Russian Studies; Master’s; Stanford University
Volz, Yong Zhang; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Vomsaal, Frederick Stephen; Prof, Curators; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey
Vories, Earl; Prof, Adjunct; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee
Vornholt, Catherine Louise; Teaching Ast; Biological Science; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Lawrence University
Vos, Tim P.; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University
Vought Jr, Thomas J.; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Geography; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; Kansas State University - Salina
Wagovich, Vicky Ann; Prof, Asoc; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia
Waid, Timothy R.; Prof, Asoc Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Waigandt, Alexander C.; Prof, Asoc Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Wakefield, Bonnie; Prof, Asoc Resrch; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse
Wakefield, Douglas Sidney; Professor; Center for Health Care Quality; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Waldron, Anna M.; Prof, Ast Clincl; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Walensky, Justin Ross; Prof, Ast; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine
Walker, Bruce J; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder
Walker, John Charles; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia
Walker II, Martin W; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Rockhurst University
Wall, Judy Davis; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Wall Jr, James Allen; Prof, Curator Teach; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Wallace, Kathleen S; Instructor, Adjunct; Human Devl & Family Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Wallach, Barbara Price; Prof, Asoc; Classical Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Wallach, Emmanuelle Janet; Instructor, Adjunct; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr

Waller, Erika McGraw; Prof, Ast Clincl; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Walsh, Samuel Peter; Prof, Ast; Mathematics

Walter, Margaret Rose; Prof, Asoc ProfI Practice; Journalism; Master’s; Ball State University

Wallace, Kathleen S; Instructor, Adjunct; Human Devl & Family Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Walsley, Tyler James; Prof, Ast; Military Science

Wang, Cuizhen; Prof, Asoc; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Wang, Juan; Prof, Ast Teach; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Wang, Kenneth; Prof, Ast; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Wang, Michael Xia; Prof, Asoc Clincl Dept; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center

Wang, Xinghe; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Wang, Ze; Prof, Ast; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ward, Carol V; Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Warhover, Thomas A; Prof, Asoc; Journalism; Bachelor’s; University of Missouri

Warmund, Michele Renee; Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Warner, Benjamin R; Prof, Ast; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Washer, Glenn Alden; Prof, Asoc; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Watanabe, Nicholas M; Prof, Ast Teach; Parks Recreation & Tourism; University of Illinois

Waters, Samuel Terrence; Prof, Ast; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Watkins, Paul J; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; Saint Louis University

Watson, Robert Lewis; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Wyoming

Watt, J Wilson; Prof, Asoc; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago

Watts, Steven; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wayland, Patricia Kay; Lecturer; International programs; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Weagley, Pamela N; Prof, Asoc; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Weagley, Robert O; Prof, Asoc; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Weatherford, Ted; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Health Mgmt & Informatics

Weaver, Jan C; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Webb, Lisa; Prof, Ast Cooperative; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences

Webel, Corey M; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Delaware

Wechsler, Barton J; Dean; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Wedman, Laura Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wegman, Lora Ellen; Lecturer; Mizzou Online

Wehring, Susan Patricia; Prof, Ast Teach; SHP/Athletic Training; Master of Science; Ohio University

Weir, Robert B; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; The Missourian; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Weirich, Paul; Prof, Curators; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Weisman, Gary A; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Wells, Christina E; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; The University of Chicago

Wells, Kevin Dale; Prof, Asoc; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Wells, William Thomas; Prof, Asoc ProfI Practice; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Welshons, Wade Vincent; Prof, Asoc; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Wenger, Janice Kay; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City

West, Nancy M; Director; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina

Westfield, Mary C; Lecturer; Dean of Ed - MPER; Master’s; University of Missouri

Westgren, Randall Edward; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Westhoff, Jacob Thomas; Instructor; Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Westhoff, Patrick; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Weston, Dana T; Prof, Asoc; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Weston, Dovie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Wetzel, M Annice; Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master’s; Middlebury College

Wexler, Carlos; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Wharton, Alexandra; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Dean of Journalism

Whelove, Richard T; Instructor, Residnt; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Master’s; University of Missouri

Whistance, Jarrett Lea; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Ag Econ - FAPRI; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

White, Arthur Lynn; Prof, Ast; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

White, Henry W; Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Riverside

White, Shannon Hill; Extns Professional, Ast; Youth & 4-H; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Whites, Leeann; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Whitney, Marlyn S; Prof, Asoc Clincl; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Whitney, Stephen Dennis; Prof, Asoc; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Whittington, Alan Geoffrey; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Open University, UK

Whorton, Sarah; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Support Center; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; Stephens College

Whyte, Jeffrey John; Resrch Scientist/Academic; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

Wiebold, William J; Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Wiedmeyer, Charles E; Prof, Asoc; Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Wiegand, Bryon R; Prof, Asoc; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Wiese, Jeffrey A; Dean, Ast; Dean of College of Business; Master’s Degree - 1st entry; The University of Georgia

Wigler, John H; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Wilke, Christopher K; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Wilcox, Lori Janae; Director; Dean of Ed - Academic Dean; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Wilden, Peter A; Prof, Asoc; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Wilding, Sarah Baxter; Lecturer; Special Education; Specialist of Education; Lincoln University

Will, Matthew J; Prof, Asoc; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Willard, Adam R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean’s Ofc-Student Affairs; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Willett, Dan L; Prof, Asoc; School of Music; Master’s; Michigan State University

Williams, Aaron Douglas; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Williamson, Barbara; Prof, Asoc Teach; Educ, School, & Counsel Psyh; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Williamson, Christopher; Prof, Asoc Teach; English; Master of Fine Arts; Kansas State University

Wilson, David Alan; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Science; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Wilson, Richard A; Prof, Asoc; Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Wilson, Theresa N; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Windett, Tina Yvonne; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER

Wingert, Karen L; Prof, Asoc Teach; SHP/Physical Therapy; Rocky Mountain University

Winholtz, Robert Andrew; Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Wininger, Frederick A; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Science; University of Pennsylvania

Winn, David Jackson; Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Wipke Tevis, Deidre D; Prof, Asoc; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Francisco

Wirkus, Anthony Aaron; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Withrow, Sarah Alexandra; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Human Env Sci; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Woelfel, Stacey W; Prof, Asoc Profl Practice; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wood, Aaron Douglas; Fellow, Post Doctoral; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah
Wood, Bondi Jo; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Thompson Center; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Wood, Phillip; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Wood, W Raymond; Emeritus; Anthropology

Wood Turley, Sharon; Prof, Ast Teach; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master's; University of Missouri

Wooden, Amanda Michelle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business

Woods, Christine Michelle; Instructor, Clincl; Social Work; Master's; University of Missouri

Woods, Jayne Tiana; Prof, Asoc Adjunct; Law

Woods, Stephanie Lynn; Instructor, Visiting; Dean of Graduate School; Master's; The University of Southern Mississippi

Woodson, Stanley C; Prof, Adjunct; Civil/Environmental Engr

Woolsey, Barbara J; Instructor, Adjunct; Dean of Ed - MPER; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Wooten, H. Omar; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online

Worthington, Ian; Prof, Curators; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Monash University

Worthington, Roger L; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Wright, Barbara Ann; Lecturer; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wright, Farroll Tim; Emeritus; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wright, Kristina Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Honors College; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Wright, Lisa Ann; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wu, Bin; Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Brunel University - England

Wu, Ying; Prof, Ast/Profi Pract; Journalism; Master of Arts; Brandeis University

Wycoff, Linda Dianne; Instructor, Adjunct; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's; University of Missouri

Xiao, Chengshan; Professor; Electrical & Computer Engineer; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Sydney, Australia

Xin, Ming; Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr

Xing, Yangchuan; Prof, Asoc; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Xiong, Xi; Prof, Ast; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Xu, Dong; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Yan, Cheng; Prof, Ast Teach; Parks Recreation & Tourism

Yan, Haojing; Prof, Ast; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Yan, Xuemin; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Yang, Yipeng; Prof, Ast Visiting; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Yao, Gang; Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Yao, Rui; Prof, Asoc; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Yelon, Harriet Most; Instructor, Adjunct; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Yelon, William B; Volunteer; Materials Research Center; Doctor of Philosophy; Carnegie Mellon University

Yin, Dezhi; Prof, Ast; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Yonkman, Carol Ann; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Master's; University of Missouri

Yoo, Ill Hoi; Prof, Asoc; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University

Yoon, Dongpil; Prof, Asoc; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

You, Seung Kwon; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP for International Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Young, Jason S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Parks Recreation & Tourism; Bachelor of Science; University of Missouri

Younker, Lori Lee; Instructor, Visiting; Dean of Graduate School; Master's; Southeast Missouri State University

Yu, Mansoo; Prof, Ast; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Yu, Ping; Prof, Asoc; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Hong Kong University of Science & Technology

Yu, Qingsong; Prof, Asoc; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zaghouani, Habib; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Paris

Zan, Hua; Prof, Ast Teach; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Zapata, Maria Angelica; Prof, Ast; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Zare, Alina; Prof, Ast; Electrical and Computer Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Zars, Troy D; Prof, Asoc; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Zeller, Dean Leroy; Instructor; Computer Science

Zemke, John M; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Zeng, Wenjun; Professor; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Zeng, Yinghui; Prof, Ast Adjunct; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Zephir, Flore; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Zettler, Laura Reynolds; Instructor, Adjunct; Personal Financial Planning

Zguta, Russell; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Zhang, Bing; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Zhang, Guoquan; Prof, Ast; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Gifu- Gifu

Zhang, Shuqun; Professor; Life Sciences Center; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Zhang, Xiangyang; Prof, Ast; Statistics; Doctor of Science; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Zhang, Yun; Prof, Asoc Teach; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Zhang, Yuwen; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Zhang, Zhanyuan; Prof, Asoc Resrch; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Zhao, Qiuhong; Prof, Ast; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Zhao, Yunxin; Professor; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Zhuang, Xinhua; Professor; Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Peking University, China

Zimmerman, Ian Daniel; Prof, Ast Teach; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Central Michigan University

Zou, Shaoming; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Zou, Xiaoqin; Prof, Asoc; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Zulovich, Joseph M; Prof, Ast Exts; Ag Ext-Food Sci & Nutrition; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Zumwalt, Andrew Mark; Prof, Ast Exts; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Zweig, Steven C; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri